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1 INSTALLING VOLLEYSTUDIO 

1.1 VERSIONS 

VolleyStudio is available in 3 different versions: 

 

 

Read and Analyses:   Data analysis, video analysis, data printing 

Insert new Matches:  New matches insertion, data modifications 

 *The “Read” license works only in association with an “Administrator” license 

 

1.2 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

Minimum configuration required to work with VolleyStudio v2: 

• Intel® i3 or equivalent AMD® 

• RAM 4 GB 

• Graphics card with minimum resolution 1366×768 

• PC Desktop or Laptop 

• Windows® 8.1 

• Internet connection 

 

Recommended configuration to work with VolleyStudio v2: 

• Intel® i7 (recommended 8 core or more) or equivalent AMD® 

• RAM 8 GB 

• SSD 512 GB o higher 

• graphics card with resolution 1920×1024 o higher 

• graphics hardware accelerator NVIDIA® or Radeon®  with dedicated 4 GB RAM 

or higher 

• PC Desktop o Laptop 
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• Windows® 10 

• Internet connection with minimum upload bandwidth of 3 MBit/sec (if you 

want share the video montage by the cloud). 

 

1.3 PRELIMINARY ACTIONS 

To obtain the installation file of VolleyStudio it is necessary to go to the website 

https://www.emmeax.it and click on the button to access the private area. 

Enter the credentials that are provided when purchasing the license. 

 

Then press the "Download" button, "Setup VolleyStudio v2" and then "download 

Setup". 

The download will start in your download folder. In the 'Registered Licenses' table 

you can see the user code of each license, the number of requests that can be made 

for each license (in case of reinstallation), the expiry date. By pressing the edit 

button you can change the email address on which the license will be sent once 

requested 
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1.4 INSTALLATION 

Execute “SetupVolleystudio”. When the installation ask if you already have the 

license file you answer “NO”, insert your user code and press “Request”. You can 

find the user code in the 'Registered Licenses' table in the column ‘User Code’. 

The Setup will be close. Once the license file has arrived on the mailbox, start 

"SetupVolleystudio" again, this time answer "YES" to the question if you have the 

license, indicate the path of the file when requested. At the end of the procedure, 

the VolleyStudio software can be started immediately.  

 

 

1.5 EXPIRATION DATE 

 To check the validity period of the license, press the menu button from the main 

page . Below are the characteristics of your license. 

 

 

  

IMPORTANT: 

Each time VolleyStudio is started, a 

check is made on the license and its 

validity. When the operation is 

successful, the expiry date of the 

license is displayed in the 'Validity' 

row. When it is not possible to verify, 

for example if you are not connected 

to the Internet, the number of days 

left (starting from 20) before the 

license block will appear. You need to 

start VolleyStudio with an active 

Internet connection at least once 

every 20 days 
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2 HELP 

From this menu, you can access external contents and VolleyStudio support 

documentation. 

 

 

2.1 FUNCTIONS 

In order to use these functions the Internet connection is requied. 

 

2.1.1 SEARCH FOR UPDATES 

Each time VolleyStudio is started, a silent search is performed to check if updates 

are available. By pressing the 'Search for updates' button, a search will be performed 

and any connection issue to the server will be reported. 

 

2.1.2 GO TO THE WEBSITE EMMEAX 

The Internet browser will open on your computer and connected to the EMMEAX 

website 

 

2.1.3 GO TO PRIVATE AREA OF EMMEAX 

The Internet browser will open on your computer and connected to the private area 

of EMMEAX website 
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2.2 DOCUMENTATIONS 

The buttons in this menu open the user manual and help you search for topics of 

interest. 
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3 GENERAL FUNCTIONS 

Pressing the menu button  from the main page takes you to the general functions 

menu. 

 

3.1 PRINT TITLE 

 

From this panel you can enter the name of your team, the caption and the logo that 

will appear in all print reports. In order to load a logo (JPEG or PNG image) press the 

button , a dialog will open where you can select the desired image. Once the 

desired values have been entered, press the save button . 

 

3.2 UTILITY 

 

3.2.1 DATABASE 

From this panel you can manage the database 

 

3.2.1.1 DELETING MATCHES 

In order to delete a match  from the database, click “Delete Matches”.       
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Select one or more matches through the check beside each line and press the delete 

button . 

 

NOTE: once the operation is finished, you cannot undo the change. 

 

3.2.1.2 IMPORTING A DATABASE (FROM UNIT) 

To receive new data entered by another user Volleystudio, which is enabled for data 

entry, the new database can be imported from an external storage device (USB pen 

drive or removable disk) through the import process. To perform the procedure, 

press “Import DB”. 

You will be asked the name and the path where the database is located ([name 

chosen]. fbk): press 'Open' and after a few moments the data will be available on 

the database that you just imported. 

 

3.2.1.3 EXPORTING A DATABASE (TO UNIT) 

When you need to pass new inserted data to another Volleystudio user, which is 

enabled to read the database, you do it by copying it to an external storage device 

(USB pen drive or removable disk) through the export procedure. To perform the 

procedure, press “Export DB”. 

You will be prompted for a name and the path where to export the database, then 

press “Save”: after a while, a file [name chosen]. fbk will be generated. The same 

operation can be performed even if you want to create a backup of the database to 

store and then reuse it in case of problems. 
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3.2.1.4 IMPORT DATA FROM OTHER DATABASE 

If you want to be able to add in the database matches from another one, you must 

have the authorization to access at both of them. From the menu ‘Utility’, press 

“Import Data from FDB”. 

 

In the left table you can see the macthes loaded in the main database, in the right 

table the matches of the client. In the table at the top in the right you can see other 

tables of client database that can be imported. This function can be used if you 

want import the settings from an older database to a new one. 

In order to copy the matches you have to select the rows from the right table and 

press ‘Submit’ . 

 

3.2.2 VIDEO UTILITY 

From this panel you can manage some video functions 

 

3.2.2.1 MONTAGE SERVER 

By activating the 'Montage Server' control, the montages on your computer will be 

available to the Android and iOS mobile app named 'VolleystudioPlayer'. By 

'VolleystudioPlayer'  you can view video montages created with VolleyStudio see 

D.1.1 

 

3.2.2.2 COMPRESS A VIDEO FILE 

Thanks to this function you can compress any video file. Press ‘Compress video file’, 

the connecting video table will appear. Proceed as described in the paragraph 

7.4.1.1.1 

A window for the compression settings selection will open.  
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Before the compression is necessary to set some preferences: 

Container: 

 select the type of the compressed format (mp4, avi, mkv, ecc…) 

Codec: 

Select the video codec for the compression (some link container-codec are not 

allowed). If you are not sure of the choose, select “Auto”. 

Indexer: 

This setting change the way of Volleystudio read the video source. It is necessary 

the use of these setting only in case of compression problem. The choose must be 

done according the type of video source. 

Format: 

select from drop menu the format of the video-frame, if you want keep the value 

of the video source select ‘Auto’. 

Bitrate: 

Set how many bits per second to use for encoding the video, the higher the 

number, the better the quality of the movie and the bigger the final file size will 

be. 

Deinterlace: 

In order to remove the ‘horizontal rows’, apply this function in case that the 

source video is interlaced (es. MPG, MTS, M2TS). 
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Yadif: 

It improves the quality of deinterlacing but takes longer to process 

Canghe Framerate: 

Change the number of frames per second (fps). If the montage is made up of films 

with different framerates, the fps of the first movie will be set. If you want to 

change this value, it is recommended to set a value lower than the fps of the source 

file as it would only increase the final file size without adding quality to the movie. 

 

By ticking the box 'Queue' it is possible to delay the compression start so you can 

eventually add a second, a third, and so on. 

Setted the parameters, press the button  in order to put the process in queue. 

When all the compression are in queue press the button  that opens the queued 

movies table. The movies will be compressed in the order shown in the table.  

Press the start button . in the case of a single process you will be asked for the 

path and name of the file and compression will begin. 

 

Note:  During the compression it will not  be possible to use other Volleystudio 

functions.  
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4 CUSTOMIZING SETTINGS  

Before inserting the matches you want to analyze  you must customize the encoding 

settings . A detailed settings setup is recommendable for a better scout data import. 

Click the main menu button  then ‘Settings’, ‘Load scout’. 

 

 

 

4.1 SETTER CALL 

The approach of the middle blocker during attacking/offensive action even if the 

player doesn’t hit is defined “Setter Call”; “the Setter Call” type can be specified 

through a code (letter); you can choose your Setter Call code and specify it in the 

Setter call table. The “Setter Call” can be directly loaded from the scout or inserted 

later. (see 7.4.2.8.2) 

 

Note:  every time the base type is not specified the value “NoCd” will be chosen 

automatically by the software. 

 

INSERTING NEW SETTER CALL   

Scroll until the section “Setter Call” and click on ‘New Setter Call’ . Insert in the 

text boxes the “Code” (the letter-code chosen  in the scout to specify the base k1, 

k2, etc. the code must be inserted WITHOUT the ‘K’), the “Approach of  

MiddleBlocker” (text will be appear in the analysis), the ‘Setter C’ (it will be 

assigned to field Setter Call in the Database), the base type (SC for the 

MiddleBlocker approach only or SC+SP if we want to specify the setter position too); 

Rec and SP must be inserted only for the SC+SP type. “Order” (from 1 to 99) is the 

printing order and “Key” is the letter corresponding to shortcut key (data change). If 

you choose the SC+SP function it is possible to insert the setter position even if it is 

not specified in the scout. The link between the reception value (that should be 

inserted in the text box “Rec”) and the “Code” will give a result in the text box PR 
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which indicates the setter position.  Example:  if “Code” = 2, “Rec” = #, “SP” = 3, 

when we find a code setter call 2 (k2) in the scout with reception #, the setter 

position for this action will be 3 (Code of then setter point table). 

When the blanks are filled in click on  and the new code will be inserted in the 

table. If the scout code specified only the Setter position the box ‘Rec’ must be 

empty. 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANGING SETTER CALL    

In order to modify the code values inside the table select the line containing the 

code you want to modify, click on ‘Edit setter call’  and change the values 

accordingly. Once done click on the confirm button  and the values will be 

updated inside the table. 

 

IMPORTANT: 

The "Order" field indicated in what order should be represented 

various setter call in the prints and analyses. When using the 

compound setter call (SC + SP) the order field should be set 

different from 0 only if the code indicates a real setter call, if it 

indicates the setter point must be left at 0. 
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DELETING SETTER CALL  

In order to remove a code select the line containing the code you want to delete and 

click on ‘Delete Setter Call’ . 

Note: “NoCd” is a system code, it cannot be modified or deleted.  

 

4.2 SETTER POSITION  

The position in the court from which the setter passes the ball is called ‘Setter 

Position’. The different ‘Setter positions’ are specified through different codes 

(letters) which can be customized freely; you can choose your codes and specify 

them in the Setter position table. The ‘Setter Position’ can be directly loaded by the 

scout or inserted later.(see 7.4.2.7.2) 

 

 

ADDING NEW SETTER POSITION 

Scroll until the section ‘Setter Position’ and click on ‘New Setter Position’ . Insert 

in the text boxes the ‘Code’ (the letter-code or the number chosen in the scout), 

the ‘Description’ (text it will be appear in the analysis). When the blanks are filled 

in click on ‘Insert’  and the new code will be inserted in the table. 

               

POSITIONING ON THE COURT  

You can customize each setter position by drawing it on the court. Select the line 

containing the code you want to link with the drawing and click on ‘Place’ ; then 
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draw on the court the geometric figure corresponding to the area you want to 

highlight. You have to mark the angles with a left click and the end of the figure 

with a right click. Click on ‘Confirm’  if you want to link the drawing with the 

code, click on ‘Cancel’  if you don’t want to save the changes. 

 

                 

 

CHANGING SETTER POSITION 

In order to modify the code values inside the table select the line containing the 

code you want to modify, click on ‘Edit setter position’  and change the values 

accordingly. Once done click on the confirm button  and the values will be 

updated inside the table. 

 

DELETING SETTER POSITION  

In order to delete a code select the line containing the code you want to delete and 

click on “Delete Setter Position” . 

Note: “NoCd” is a system code, it cannot be modified or deleted. 

 

4.3 CODES POSITION  

For a correct data input, it is necessary to specify which position of the scout codes 

the data belong to (directions, setter call, etc.). 
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ADDING CONNECTION  

Scroll until the ‘Code Position’ panel. Choose from the drop-down menu the value 

type and then click on the cell in the position where the value is written in the scout 

string. The connection will be inserted in the summary table of connections.  

Nota:  The positions which indicate the reception system and the reception 

technique are fixed respectively to the character 14 and 13 of the reception string. 

All code positions of attack and serve are also fixed. 

 

DELETING CONNECTION 

In order to delete a connection select the line containing the connection you want to 

delete and click on ‘Delete’ .  

 

               

 

 

4.4 ATTACK COMBINATIONS AND RECEPTION SYSTEMS 

The attack codes must be modified according to those that are used in the scout (if 

it is made with different software). The reception systems are used to draw the 

graphic of the side-out. 

To access the attack codes, click on the menu icon on the main page  and press 

'Settings', 'Attack codes'. 

 

Code Position 

Connection 
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You need to familiarize yourself with the mechanism that binds Attack Codes -> 

Approaches -> Reception systems before you start entering attack codes and draw 

the approaches lines. Each team will be associated, for each rotation, with the 

reception system which includes all the associated approaches and how the players 

arrange themselves in the field waiting for the opponent's service. Up to 10 

reception systems can be associated with each rotation, which can be examined 

individually during the analysis phase. 

The 6 reception systems called ‘STANDARD’ are stored by default in the Volleystudio 

database, positioning the team in reception with 3 players (2 lateral spikers plus the 

libero). Attack codes are associated with each reception system and the related 

approaches that are found in the table. 

 

4.4.1 RECEPTION SYSTEMS 

Everything starts from the reception system to which the attack codes and related 

approaches are then connected. 

                      

4.4.1.1 CREATE A NEW RECEPTION SYSTEM 

In the reception systems panel, press the 'New system' button , then in the field 

at the top right indicate the name you want to assign and draw the players in the 

field according to their reception position. 

In order to position the players in the field, press the button corresponding to the 

zone of the field occupied by the player you intend to position (from 1 to 6), 

indicate the point of the field with the mouse and click with the left button to 

confirm. Repeat the procedure for the 6 players and press the confirmation button 

. 
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4.4.1.2 EDIT A RECEPTION SYSTEM 

To modify the positions of the players on the field of an existing system, select the 

reception system and press the modify button , the graphics will be drawn in the 

field at the top right. Then position the players as previously explained. 

 

4.4.1.3 DELETE A RECEPTION SYSTEM 

In order to delete a reception system, select the reception system and press the 

delete button . 

 

4.4.1.4 CONNECTING THE APPROACHES TO THE ATTACK CODES 

The newly created diagram will be added in the reception systems area at the 

bottom right. Select the diagram, the right panel it will show the attack 

combinations with which it will be necessary to associate the approach drawing. 

 

 

 

In order to associate the approach drawing, choose the right approach from the 

upper box and drag it with the mouse into the desired code. 
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The approach will appear in the reception system diagram. Repeat for all attack 

codes. 

 

4.4.1.5 CONNECT THE RECEPTION SYSTEM TO THE TEAMS 

Once the reception system has been prepared, it is necessary to associate it with the 

desired team. Press the association button , a box below will appear with the 

database teams listed. Select one or more teams that you want to associate the 

reception system; in the section above the associations to the rotations; select the 

code of the reception system (from 1 to 10, 3 is the default value). In the analyses 

section you can recall this reception system by this value. If no code is indicated in 

the scout, the value 3 will be assumed. 

At this point drag the scheme of the reception system created in the rotation to 

which it refers. 
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4.4.2 ATTACK CODES 

In order to set the parameters with your attack codes, it is recommended, where 

possible, to modify the codes already present in the table and add new ones only in 

case of need so as not to have to make further changes. 

 

4.4.2.1 ADDING A NEW CODE  

From the attack table screen click on ‘New Code’ , set the values in the 

appropriate fields and click on the confirm button . 

The values to be set are: 

- Code: The code of 2 characters which indicates the attack in the scout  

- Zone: Zone of origin of the attack  

- Shift: Indicates whether the origin of the attack is centered or not of the 

specified zone (C: Centre of the area, D: the right of the area, S: Left zone) 

- Time: Time of the set (Q: Quick, T: Tense, M: Medium, H: High, S: Setter 

Attack). 

- Description: Attack description. 

- Setter Call: The 'setter call' value should be set only if the code can also be 

understood as the approach of middleblocker, in this case set it as the base 

corresponding otherwise leave "NoCd" 

- Order: Order in which you see the attack in the study of directions. By setting 

value 0 the attack does not appear.  

 

4.4.2.2 EDIT CODE 

In order to change a code which is already in the table select the code line you want 

to modify and click on ‘Edit Code’  ,  set the values in the proper fields and click 

on the confirm button . 

 

4.4.2.3 DELETING CODE 

In order to remove a code select the table line and click on ‘Delete Code’ . 

 

4.4.3 DRAWING APPROACH 

The approach drawings can be associated with any attack code as described above. 
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4.4.3.1 CREATE NEW APPROACH 

In order to create a new approach press the 'New approach' button  located in the 

central panel; indicate the zone and the shift where the approach ends (therefore 

where the player hitting the ball); draw the approach on the field by clicking with 

the left mouse button at the point of origin and then on other points that determine 

its development. To assign the last point and finish the drawing, press the right 

mouse button. Press the confirmation button  to finish. The approach created will 

be added to the central group. The zone and the progressive number of the 

approaches will be indicated below the graphics for easier search. 

 

   

 

4.4.3.2 EDIT AN APPROACH 

Select an approach and press the edit button , move the points of the line (the 

squares) and press the confirm button . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 GENERAL SETTINGS  

From this panel it is possible to modify some of the operating settings of 

VolleyStudio. Press the menu button and then 'Settings', 'General'. 

IMPORTANT: 

The modification or cancellation of codes, approaches or reception 

systems will influence the visualization in the analyses also on data 

previously entered. 
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4.5.1 CONFIGURATIONS 

 

From this section, you can change the language of the software. From the ‘Show 

hints’ selector you can choose if you want to show the suggestions when 

VolleyStudio opens and from the 'Team' drop-down menu you can select your team 

from those entered in the database. This selection is necessary for the management 

of the players of the VolleyStudio Cloud (See 9). 

 

4.5.2 PATHS 

 

 

The paths indicates where the Database is stored (first row) and the video of 

matches (other rows). You can add more paths for the searching of the video. When 

Volleystudio starts will be searched videos into all units where there is the indicated 

path. 

 

 

Manage work 

paths 
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4.5.3 SHORTCUTS 

 

The "Shortcuts" buttons allow you to make corrections or assign values without 

entering every time the submenus. In order to add a shortcut select from the drop 

down menu "Actions ..." the desired function and press the button . The table will 

add a new row with the selected function. To associate the desired keyboard 

button, select the row just added, and press the edit button , then press on the 

keyboard the key you want to associate with that function. You can repeat the 

process to change the keys already present in the table. 

 

NOTE: You can change the shortcuts related to the setter calls from the “Setter 

Call” tables in the field “Key” 

 

4.5.4 AUTOMATED FEATURES 

 

Automated features manage the markers and the database backup. The markers are 

saved and restored when you close and reopen VolleyStudio although the database 

has been updated. The backup copies of the database are saved in the subfolder 

'HistoryDB'. 

 

Note: If the function of automatic save and restore of the markers is active it is 

advisable to periodically reset the markers that are no longer used (see 

7.4.2.7.4), this will make the startup and closing VolleyStudio faster. 
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4.6 GRAPHIC  

From this panel it is possible to modify the graphic settings of the reports and the 

graphic part of the analyses. To access, press the menu button and then 

"Settings", "Graphics". 

 

 

4.6.1 THEMES 

 

Choose the light or dark mode according to your preference, if closing the menu 

curtains the window graphics are not correctly restored (usually it can happen when 

VolleyStudio runs on virtual machines) activate the window refresh to avoid the 

problem. 

 

4.6.2 GRAPHIC ELEMENTS 

 

By check the selector ‘Show additional information’ you can see the score of each 

action under the video; it will appear in a yellow toolbar if the attack is in the 

fourth set moment, in a red one if it is in the fifth. The option ‘Game’ allow you to 

see the number of the current game. 

The trackbar ‘Tables’ set the font size of the scout codes table and the statistic 

tables. The values of ‘Scout insertion’ set the font size of the edit box of the scout 

codes. 
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4.6.3 CUSTOM ANALYSES 

 

Here you can set graphic elements used in the analyses and statistics. These 

analyses are shown in the customized analyses section. 

 

4.6.4 COLORS 

 

To modify the thresholds that color the statistics boxes, move the mouse on the 

edge of the rectangle of the value to be modified and drag it to the left to decrease 

the value, to the right to increase it. The Delta CP-BP value indicates the deviation 

for the attack positivity and efficiency values compared to FBSO (the value is added) 

and transition attacks (the value is subtracted). 

In order to modify colors left click on the color box you want to change, a window 

will appear and you will be able to choose the desired color.  

 

Colors of the lines 

in the graphics of 

the analyses.  

Players 

representation 

colors 

These values 

change the limit 

that colors the 

Efficiency and 

Positivity cells in 

the statistics 
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In order to choose the color left click on the desired color and adjust the brightness 

by using the brightness bar or specify in the text boxes the RGB values of the desired 

color. You can see the resulting color in the lower left rectangle. The chosen color 

will be paint in the setting color box. 

 

4.6.5 ACTIONS TABLES 

      

From these lists, you can select which columns and in what order, from left to right, 

they are displayed in the action description tables when viewing the videos. 

 

4.7 DATABASE 

From the database panel you can set the duration of the montages actions and the 

season filter. Press the menu button  and then 'Settings', 'Database'. 

Color panel  

Color brightness 

bar  

Resulting color  
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It necessary specify the standard duration of the action of the montage and the 

seconds of advance that you want apply to the start of the action respect of the 

timecode. The start and the end of each action can be set by the “TimeBar”. (see 

7.4.2.8.1). Changing these settings will be effective for new matches that will be 

added. To apply the new setting to the matches you already have, click on ‘Apply’. 

In the ‘Matches order’ panel you can choose the month and the year from which 

filtering the matches in database and you can choose the parameter that will be 

used to order matches in the selection table (see 7.4.1). 
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5 TEAMS  

Before importing a match you must enter the two teams and the players in the 

Database; it is important to verify that the links between player names and their 

numbers are correct, they will be added as they are in VolleyStudio Database.  

 

Note: The codes are based ONLY on players number and NOT on their names. 

 

5.1 ADD NEW TEAM 

In order to add a new team press the button ‘Add new team’ in the main window 

. 

 

From here you can proceed in two ways: 

Method 1: You can fill manually the tables of the players. In the box on the top 

insert the code and the name of the team (as indicated in the scout), in the cells 

insert the number, last name, name and the code of the player (optional). Then 

press the confirm button . 

Method 2: Insert the teams by a file scout. Press the button  in order to open the 

file scout. The tables will be filled with the players name. If is necessary edit the 

data in the tables. You can use the checkbox to set the team you want to insert. 

Then press the confirm button .  

 

5.2 EDIT A TEAM 

In order to edit a team press the button ‘Edit team’ in the main window  then 

select in the list below the team. A panel with the data of the team will appear. 
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5.2.1 EDIT DATA 

 

                                                

After modification, press the confirm button . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Code that is displayed as 

an abbreviation of the 

name 

Code with which the team 

is recognized in scout file 

Click on the flag to modify 

Print the players list 
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5.2.2 EDIT PLAYERS LIST 

 

Select the player you want to modify, the data will be displayed in the fields below, 

after the changes press the confirm button . 

In order to insert a new player press the button , fill in the fields below and press 

the confirm button . 

 

5.2.3 LOAD THE PLAYER PICTURE 

This picture will be displayed in the analyses with the name of the player. To 

insert the image in the correct format there is a specific procedure. 

Click on the icon below, to the left of the player number. A dialog will open 

where you can choose the image file. Once the file is selected, the image will be 

opened in a crop box. 
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Position the mouse on the center of the portion of the figure that you want to cut 

and drag outwards. When you have the desired crop, press the confirm button  

and the image will be assigned to the player. 

 

5.2.4 DELETE A PLAYER 

To delete a player from the team list, select the player you want to delete and press 

the delete button . 

 

5.3 DELETE A TEAM 

Press the team cancellation button  and then select the team to delete from the 

list on the main page. 
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6 SCOUT MODE 

To access the scout mode, press 'SCOUT'. Another section of VolleyStudio will appear 

where you can create a new scout  

 

 

6.1 CREATE A NEW SCOUT 

In order to create a new scout click on the menu button  and then select 'Scout' -> 

'New' 

 

 

The notes panel will appear where you can select the teams and the notes of the 

match.  
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Once you select both teams appear the players lists and the lineup with setter in 

zone 1 (as inserted in the custom analyses, see 7.3). At this point you must enter the 

value of the starting rotation in the green box, and you can enter the number of 1 or 

2 Libero player, the ‘under’ player who starts on the bench and change the starting 

lineup if necessary. You can also change the player list with the buttons. In order to 

operate with players list see 5.2 

 

NOTE: The lineup must be inserted starting from the setter. 

 

When the lists, the lineups and the notes are correct, press the confirmation button 

. 

The teams will be positioned in the field and you will see the insertion codes bar. 

Pull-down 

menu for 

selecting the 

teams 

Match note 

Delete a 

player in the 

list 

Edit players 

list 
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From now you can activate the video function and begin compiling the scout. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Current 

situation 

reference field 

Insertion code bar 

Codes table 

Team function 

panel 

Video controls 

panel 

Basic function 

panel 
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6.2 CURRENT SITUATION FIELD 

                  

 

6.3 BASIC FUNCTION PANEL 

From this panel, you can act on the basic functions. 

 

                                        

 

 

 

 

 

6.4 FUNCTION TEAM PANEL 

 From this panel you can handle the events concerning the team during the match. 

                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Open menu 

Open note panel 

Switch field 

Home/Guest  

Switch the team 

that serves  

Update the 

scout codes  

Check inconsistencies and 

errors in the scout codes 

Team code 

Open the 

substitution 

panel 

Active the function 

“Double Change”  

Insert the Time-

Out code and 

number of the TO 

called 

Click to open the 

advanced analyses 

of “VolleyStudio”  

Number of 

substitutions 

Insert the Video-

Check code and 

number of the VC 

available 

Field of Guest team  

Field of Home team  

Button end of action, associable at a 

shortcut (see 6.7.5) 

Points and Games won  

Actual Game  

Actual Rotation  

Open web monitor 
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6.4.1 PERFORM A SUBSTITUTION 

To make a substitution press the button  the desired team and then click the left 

mouse button on the player to be replaced in the situation field. A panel will appear 

where the bench players will be proposed. 

 

                     

 

Select the row that the player must enter, the number and name is shown in the 

field below and press the confirmation button . It will be added to scout the 

substitution code. Alternatively you can directly enter the number and name even if 

not listed. The new player will be automatically added to list. The other way to 

perform the substitution is writing directly the code in the bar of the code. Typing 

‘**’ or ‘aa’ for the team, then the letter ‘c’, the number of the player who leave the 

field, then ‘:’ and the number of the player who enter. Example **c06:14. In case 

that is carried out the "double change" you can activate the function "Double 

change" by pressing the button . When this function is activated each time that a 

reception is performed a value of 5 is added in field of the ‘Reception system’. In 

this way you can distinguishing the receptions in a situation of "Double Change" 

through the filter “Reception system” of VolleyStudio analyses. 

 

6.4.2  TIME OUT e VIDEO CHECK 

When a time-out is called just press the button “T” the team that requested the 

suspension. The ‘T’ code will be added to the scout. 

I. Press 

substitution 

button 

II. Click on the 

player to be 

replaced 

III. Select the 

player who has 

to enter 
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For Video Check press the button . A panel will appear and you have to indicate 

whether the call was successful or not. Upon successful call, the code VC# will be 

added to the scout If not VC = and will be decreased the number of check available. 

 

6.5 COMPILING SCOUT 

In order to compile the scout you must move to the input bar codes and type codes 

according to the following rules: 

 

6.5.1  BASIC INSERT 

In this type of insertion are necessary a greater number of keystrokes, the insertion 

is almost completely manual and therefore more accurate but more complex for the 

number of codes to be entered and the parameters to remember and enter 

manually. 

The formatting of the code should be as follows: 

a. Home/Guest tem: */a (defaul is *) 

b. Number of the player that perform the action 

c. Skill in letter 

S – Service 

R- Reception 

E- Set (K for setter call) 

A- Attack (you can omit A and directly enter the attack combination) 

B- Block 

D- Defense 

F- Free Ball 

d. Time of the skill 

H- High 

T- Tense 

Q- Quick 

M- Medium 

S- Setter touch 

e. Grade 

f. Origin Zone 

g. Zone (and subzone of destination) 
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h. You can insert a series of special codes according to the type of skill 

inserted 

Service- Numeric code from 0 to 9 for indicate subtype of service technique 

Reception- Reception technique: O overhead, S Standard, M, Medium, L 

Left, R Right, W Low. Reception system: numeric code from 0 to 9, the 

values from 0 to 4 indicate the reception system with the regular setter, 

the values from 5 to 9 replicate the same reception systems but reported 

to “Double Change” 

Attack- Kind of touch: H Hard, T Tip, P Pot. Blockers up: numeric code 

from 0 to 4. 

i. All codes typed over or otherwise than above will be entered as custom 

codes up to a maximum of 5. 

When finished composing the code, press the space bar and enter the following 

code. 

 

6.5.2  ADVANCED INSERT 

Because of the nature of volleyball, some skills are closely related to each other you 

can chain some codes as service and reception or attack and defense or block as 

long as the one is consecutive to another and obviously the first and executed by a 

team and the second from the opponent. 

In order to use this type of abbreviations will be sufficient to separate the two codes 

by a point but not by a space. 

Example: The player number 12 serve of the Home team from position 1 and the 

player number 5 receive with grade # in position 5D. 

STANDARD:  

*12SM-15D a5RM#15D 

COMPOSED: 

 *12SM1.5#5D 

As in the example it is not necessary to specify the letter R after the point because 

it is implied that the service is followed from the reception and then will then be 

automatically added. Also provided that each player acts on the ball in his own area 

of expertise may be omitted indicate the number of who performed the act. In the 

example you can write the second part of the code without the number of those who 

run the reception and so: 
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 *12SM1.#5D 

 

The total rules are: 

1. Service.Riception 

after the service is not necessary to indicate the R and is not necessary 

to indicate the grade of the service and the areas of departure and 

arrival are indicated only once. 

2. Attack.Block or Attack.Defense 

Same rule about grade and zones. If it is written the number of the 

player who attacks and not the skill, the code after the point is inserted 

as block, if the player is in front line, as defense if he is in second line. 

3. In reception and defense if it is written the zone where is hit the ball 

and not the player, the player's number is automatically assigned (is 

added to the player who has the competence of the zone). 

4. In the attack, you can specify the combination of attack without 

entering the player number. This will be automatically entered based on 

who presides over the area of the field from which the attack. 

5. You can directly indicate the setter point on in the setter call code (K) 

and the grade of the reception will be automatically inserted according 

to the table of "Setter Points" (see 6.7.4) 

6. Additional automatic entries are made according to the scout parameter 

table. 

 

Pressing enter on the keyboard or the ‘end of action’ button the codes will be 

moved to the "Codes table" and formatted as in the first instance, then the terms of 

the final outcome of the various input modes are identical. 

In order to verify and change the rules of the automatic insertion codes refer to the 

table of the scout settings (see 6.7) 

 

6.5.3 SYSTEM CODES 

When compiling, the system codes are automatically entered. If necessary, you can 

enter these codes manually by typing them into the code entry bar and pressing 

enter.  

The system codes are: 
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- z[n] indicates the rotation ‘n’ where the team is 

- p[aa:bb] indicates the home team score ‘aa’ and that of the visiting team ‘bb’ 

- P[n] indicates the number of the setter ‘n’ 

- c[aa:bb] indicates a substitution ‘aa’ player leaving, ‘bb’ what he enters 

- VC[# =] indicates the videocheck call, ‘#’ if it is successful, otherwise ‘=’ 

- UND[I O] indicates the enter ‘I’ or the exit ‘O’ of the Under player 

 

Note: All these codes must always be preceded by a double team code to assign 

them to the team to which they relate, so '**' for the home team and 'aa' for that 

guest. 

 

6.6 CODES TABLE 

Terminates the action you have to press the button ‘End Action’ of who won the 

point, this will automatically update the score and possibly the rotation of teams. 

All codes typed present on the input bar code will be standardized and incorporated 

into the code table. In case of a typing error, you can put the codes "back" on the 

insertion bar by pressing the keyboard button 'F12 - Undo'. 
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The codes of the home team are indicated in green and those of the guest team in 

orange according to the reference field. The first letter of the code is the skill then 

the number of the player, the grade and the other characters (origin and destination 

zone, attack code, ecc…). 

The edge of the code or some characters may take on a different color that tells you 

of the inconsistencies with the settings or the players. 

 

Attack combination or setter call red: the code is not present in the tables. 

The edge of the code red: The player who is running does not result in the field at 

that time 

Attack combination blue: The attacking player is on the front line and attack code 

concerns an attack of the second line or vice versa. 

The edge of the code blue: The player is on the back row and he run a skill of front 

row or the libero player act a skill not allowed. 
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- INSERT A CODE IN THE CODES TABLE 

In order to insert a code or codes directly in the codes table you have to select the 

code before which you want to make the entry and press the key "Ins" button of the 

keyboard or the button  placed on the top of the codes table. It will see a blank 

space and the cursor is positioned in the insert bar codes. Type in the codes to enter 

and press the confirmation button  or the key “Enter” on the keyboard. The codes 

will be normalized in the codes table. 

 

Note: The system codes of: rotation (z), score (p), setter (P), substitution (c), video 

check (VC) and under (UND) must always be preceded by a double team code. (Ex 

substitution: ** c01: 02) 

 

- DELETING A CODE 

In order to delete a code entered select the code to be deleted and press the 

"Del/Canc" key on your keyboard or the button  placed on the top of the codes 

table. A dialog box for confirming the cancellation. 

 

- EDITING A CODICE 

To change a code, double-click with the left mouse on the code to be changed. 

Depending on the type of the selected code modification may be carried out in 

different ways.  

In the event of a change of a game code will appear on the side of the table split the 

code into its parts. 

 

                    

 

Then select the part of the code to be modified, for example, the attack code, you 

will see a table containing all the possible values that can be inserted 
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Select the desired value and the code will automatically be modified at this point 

you can edit another part of the code or terminate the change with the enter 

button. The modified code will be updated in the code table. 

 

 

6.6.1  EDITING ROTATION AND POINTS 

To change rotation and score is sufficient to change the situation by already inserted 

scouts codes. Double-click with the left mouse on the code to be changed and you 

will see a drop down where you can directly select the value to be entered. The 

situation on the ‘current situation field’ will be automatically updated. 

 

6.6.2 CODE TABLE UTILITY 

In addition to the formatting menu there is another menu from which the table of 

the scout codes can be changed. By positioning the mouse on the table and clicking 

with the right button will appear the menu. 
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Markers: Opens a column next the codes where you can mark the actions, these will 

be inserted in the database when the scout will be loaded. 

Delete all TimeCodes: The timecodes will be erased and reset as before the 

synchronization. 

Set as LineUp: If select a rotation code,  will be added '>Lup' to indicate a starting 

rotation code of the game. 

Delete filtered codes: When a filter is active all codes shown in the bottom table 

will be deleted from scout. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.7 SCOUT SETTING 

For the proper functioning of the scout and the automatic inserts it is important to 

carefully fill the table of settings. To access, press ‘Settings’ -> ‘Scout Options’ 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: 

After this type of edit is recommended to update the codes by 

pressing the refresh button codes (see 6.3). 
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6.7.1  GENERAL SETTINGS 

This section is divided into several distinct parts. 

 

 

6.7.1.1 PLAY SYSTEM 

To omit the number of the player who performs the skill you must indicate how the 

teams are positioned on the field according to the roles of the players. First you 

need to specify how the succession of roles in the field starting from the setter. 

So if there is a setter after hitter and then a middleblocker (as almost always) 

choose the selector SSM, but if after the setter there is a middleblocker and then 

the hitter choose SMS. 

By activating the flag on the selector ‘Place in the field according the roles’ each 

time a player is on the front row will be located in position 4, the middleblocker in 

position 3 and the setter/opposite in position 2, in back row, the hitter in position 6, 

the middleblocker/libero in position 5 and the setter/opposite in position 1. By the 

selector  ‘Inverti Opposto e Laterale in Rot 1’ you can indicate if in SideOut phase, 

in rotation 1 the hitter stands in position 2 and the opposit in position 4 (as almost 

always).  

Once these parameters are set for the two teams it will be known at all times the 

position of the various players and then you can fill out the scout without the 
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players' numbers but only indicating the areas of intervention. The number of those 

who have performed will be automatically added. 

NOTE:   If a player is involved in the area of jurisdiction of another (Hitter in back 

row defending in zone 1) will need to indicate the number of those who actually act 

the skill. In this case, the automatic setting will have no value. 

 

6.7.1.2 GRADES 

When using codes separate from the 'point' the grade that by the second skill also 

assigns the grade at first according to the evaluations table. 

Choose the skill for which fill the association from the selector, then in the table 

below, assign in the right column the corresponding values indicated in the left 

column. When you will type the skill of the right column with the grade, at the skill 

of left column the grade of the same row will be assigned. In the right column, you 

can also assign more than one grade. After the compilation of the table, press the 

confirmation button . 

 

6.7.1.3 POINTS AND GAMES 

In the panel, you have to indicate at which score ends the tiebreak, at what score 

they end the other sets and how many sets you have to win the match. 

 

6.7.1.4 ZONES AND CONES 

From this selector you can set whether to enter the attack directions by entering the 

target areas or by entering the "cones". 

 

6.7.1.5 CHECKS AND AUTOMATIC INSERTS 

Activating the various switches, you can set the behavior of the checks of the codes 

inserted in the codes table and the possible automatic inclusion of integers codes or 

just of certain characters. 

From the top the functions are: 

I. Check of the grades according to the evaluations table. 

This check occurs when you press the code check 

button (see 6.7.1) and verifies that the grades of 

consecutives fundamental are consistent with the 

grades table. 
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II. II. Insert the set code before each attack if not 

indicated. It is automatically assigned the number of 

the setter and the grade +. 

III. On the attack code is inserted the character that 

corresponds to the block up according to the table 

below. You have to indicate the blockers up in the right 

column according the time of the set that you find in 

the left column. 

IV. On the reception code is inserted the character that 

corresponds to the reception system according to the 

table below. You have to indicate how many players 

receiving in the right column according the time of the 

service that you find in the left column. 

V. Automatically inserts the grades of the skills based on 

the fact that if an attack of team A follows an attack by 

Team B the grade of first attack will be - if instead 

follows in the attack of the team A grade of first attack 

will be +. This rule not apply at the reception. 

 

NOTE:  Before setting the values in the tables relating to items 3 and 4 to select on 

‘Skills’ which table type you want to compile. After editing, press the confirmation 

button . 

 

6.7.2 OPTIONS 

 

From the options panel you can activate/deactivate the ‘Safe scout’ procedure. This 

procedure save the scout in the ‘Safescout’ folder, every time that the ‘end action’ 

is pressed. 
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6.7.3 DVR CONFIGURATION 

 

You can set the size of the image (Capture Resolution) and the number of frames 

that are captured every second (Fps). The more these values are high more the 

movie will be good quality but more will be busy the computer processor. 

 

6.7.4  SETTER POINTS 

From this table it is possible to integrate the existing one which concerns the setter 

point. This table provides the correct assessment during compilation scout. 

                

 

By the selectors, you can indicate the mode in which you want to operate the 

automatic insertion.  

Activating the selector ‘Insert setter position according the setter call’ it will be 

automatically inserted the setter point on the set code according with the general 

table of setter points (see 4.2). The setter point will be assigned automatically only 

if you have selected the option SC+SP on the general table of setter points. 

By the selectors ‘Insert the reception grade according the setter position’ the 

reception grade will be assigned automatically according the this table of setter 

positions. In the table, you can find the setter positions inserted in the general table 
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of setter positions and you have to fill the "Rec" field indicating for each setter point 

the corresponding reception grade. 

In order to edit the “Rec” value select the desired row and press , enter in box the 

reception grade and press confirm . 

 

6.7.5  KEYBOARD 

In this table you can change the keyboard to make easier and faster the entering. 

You can assign to a keyboard key a character or a function frequently used. 

 

                

 

6.7.5.1 CREATE NEW ASSOCIATION 

In order to create a new association press  A new line will appear in the bottom of 

the table, select and press . Now indicate in the field "Function" the character 

that you want to appear, and in the field "Key" the actual keyboard button. After 

editing press the button . It is also possible to modify the button with which the 

Timecodes of the actions align. To change the shortcut key, simply select the 'Align 

Timecode key' text box and press the button on the keyboard that you want to use 

 

6.7.5.2 EDITING ASSOCIATION 

Select the row that you want to edit and press . Now indicate in the field 

"Function" the character that you want to appear, and in the field "Key" the actual 

keyboard button. After editing press the button . 
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6.7.5.3 DELETE ASSOCIATION 

Select the row that you want to delete and press . 

You can edit but not delete the first two rows. 

 

6.7.6  MATCH REPORT 

In order to print the match report is necessary to create a custom model. In the 

match report the statistics of individual athletes it is standard but you need to 

customize some analysis at bottom of page. The analyses can be customized 

according to the following rules: 

Analysis 
Divided Serve 

Kind 

Divided Recption 

grade 

FBSO Efficiency YES YES 

Transition Efficiency NO NO 

Attack Efficiency YES NO 

Reception Efficiency NO NO 

Block Efficiency YES NO 

Side Out Index YES NO 

Break Point Index YES NO 

Serve Index (index, +%, -%) YES NO 

Serve index (only indice) YES NO 

Points Win – Points Lose NO NO 

Reception positivity divided 

reception tecnique 
YES NO 

Block Index NO NO 

 

These are the analyses that can be entered and each one can have additional details 

based on the table. Each analysis can also be inserted more than once with different 

details. 

 

6.7.6.1 CREATE A CUTOMIZATION 

In order to create a match report is necessary to fill the analysis table (a). To add 

the analysis, select the row in the list (b) and select the details. If you want the 

analysis is divided by rotating activate the selector ‘Rotations detail’. In order to 

add the analysis to the model press . A row will be added to the table (from left 
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table to right table). Complete the insertions press the save button  and give a 

name to the model. The model will appear in the list below, all models of this list 

will be available in report section. 

 

                

 

6.7.6.2 EDITING A MODEL 

In order to edit an existing select a model in the table below, the right table will be 

populated with the analysis that constitute the model. Delete or add analysis, in 

order to refresh the rows press the button . Finally save again the model. 

 

6.8 SCOUT MENU 

From this menu, in addition to creating a new scout as explained above, you can 

manage the storage of the scouts. 
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6.8.1 LOAD FROM DATABASE 

Clicking on this menu item will appear a table that shows all of the matches loaded 

into the database to which it is associated a scout. Select the match that you want 

to load and the codes will appear in the code table. 

 

6.8.2 IMPORT DVW FILE 

Clicking on this menu item, will appear a dialog window from which to choose a file 

format dvw or dvwp. After that the codes will load in the table of codes and if in the 

same folder there is a file named "Film01" will open automatically. 

 

6.8.3 TRANSLATE DVW FILE 

if you want to load a scout written with other attack code than those default is 

necessary to translate the scout with their own codes. Click ‘Translate dvw file’ 

select the file to be translated. You will see a panel with 2 tables. 
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In the left table will be loaded the codes to translate their descriptions. Fill the 

column "To" with the values to be replaced. 

Same procedure for the setter call in the right table. If you do not specify any value 

no change will be made. You can save the correspondences in a file by pressing the 

button . After entering all the data, press the confirm button to perform the 

translation . In order to load the correspondences saved without repeating the 

entire procedure press the button  and choose the translation file. 

 

6.8.4  LOAD INTO DATABASE 

After compiling the scout you can load the codes directly into database.  

 

6.8.4.1 CHECK THE PLAYERS LIST 

If the database players list matches the scout players list, the loading will start 

immediately. Otherwise, the note panel will be shown in order to apply the 

corrections. 
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In the teams tables you can find the players names coming from the scout, if the 

association number-name corresponds to that in the file archives, in the box next to 

the name you will find “ok” (a); on the contrary if the player is not present or 

his/her number is different,  you will find “NP” and you must correct the association 

(see 5.2); In order to start inserting, click on  “Enter” . At the end of data input, 

the window will close automatically. 

 

6.8.4.2 CHANGE PLAYERS BEFORE LOAD DATABASE 

When you import the scout, a match is made between the players list of the scout 

and that of the players Data Base. If differences are found in the cell next to the 

name you will find “NP”. If you click on the cell several options will appear as shown 

in figure, select the type of modify and press the confirm button .   

 

Note: The changes applied to the database through this procedure (except the 

last option) will be permanent. 

 

6.8.5 EXPORT FROM FILE 

Clicking on this menu item, will appear a dialog window from which to insert the file 

name to save in format dvwp (The dvwp format is 100% compatible with dvw).  

 

6.8.6 FORMATTING SCOUT 

The functions of this menu make changes to the codes automatically.  
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1. Insert set code before each Attack: Insert the set code before each 

attack if not indicated. It is automatically assigned the number of the 

setter and the grade +. 

2. Match Grade:  

- Service <- Reception, change the grade of Service according to the 

Reception based the table (see 6.5.2). 

- Attack <- Block/Defense, change the grade of Attack according to the 

next code (Block or Defense) based the table (see 6.5.2). 

3. Match Time:  

- Service -> Reception, change the time of the Reception according to 

the Service. 

- Attack -> Block/Defense, change the time of next code of Attack 

(Block or Defense) according to the Attack. 

4. Match (origin/destination) zone:  

- Service -> Reception, change the zones of Reception according to the 

Service. 

- Service <- Reception, change the zones of Service according to the 

Reception. 

- Attack -> Block/Defense, change the zones of next code of Attack 

(Block or Defense) according to the Attack. 

5. Enumerate Attacks: This function counts progressively the attacks of a 

same team in one rally. The first ball side out has value 0 and the 
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transitions starts from 1. The numbers are written in characters 19 and 

20 of the Attack code. 

6. Delete custom codes: This function deletes the characters from 16 to 20 

of all the codes. 

7. Change skills grades: Choosing this function will appear a panel from 

which you can select the skill for which perform the procedure. 

Select the skill, the grade to change and the grade to replace. All codes 

of the chosen skill will be modified. 

8. Set all codes as Home: Selecting this function all codes will be changed 

as performed by the home team. This is useful for example if you 

scouting a practice session and at the end you want to print the total 

statistics of all the athletes together. 

9. Converts from cones to zones: This function converts attack directions 

entered as cones into zones. 

Note: The conversion is not always accurate due to the intrinsic 

difference between the two input methods. It is 

recommended to double check the attack directions after 

conversion. 

 

Once you have made your choice, press the 'Apply' button to perform the operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: 

All these functions change many codes simultaneously and so 

radically change the value of the scout. All These functions CANNOT 

UNDO and return to the previous state. 
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6.9 VIDEO MENU 

There are several ways to manage video files or network streams in order to view 

the images of the match in the screen. 

 

 

The video can be played in different ways: 

1. “Open File”, open a video file stored in the computer or in a external unit. 

2. “Source”, displays images taken from any 'DirectShow' source (webcam or 

capture card) and in the same menu will display all the possible solutions to 

which will be possible to read the image. 

3. “Streaming”, It opens the panel that prompts to enter the address ip or the 

name of the computer that generates a video stream. Enter the complete 

address and press ‘Start Streaming’. 

 

6.9.1 DVR 

This function is available when images come from a source (webcam or capture 

card) or from streaming. It allows you to record 'live' images and be able to scroll 

backwards at will. Enabling this feature will activate the record button  in the 

video control panel. After choosing a video source, and that the images are on the 
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screen you can press the record button. Since then the video will be recorded on 

your computer and you can manage it via the controls. 

 

 

 

Either during playback of a file and during the DVR capture you can manage the 

video with the controls on the panel or directly on the keyboard.  

The same control can be managed using the keyboard: 

+/- 2 Sec: key + and – or Pag up e Pag down during the codes entry. 

Pause/Play: Space bar, not allowed during the codes entry 

Send to the end: Key ‘End’ 

Frame/Frame: Shift+ or Shift– 

 

N.B.:  When the DVR is active or when you play a file the codes inserted scouts 

are automatically synchronized according to the timecode of the movie. In 

that way by selecting a code on the codes table, the film is positioned 

directly on the images that relate to the selected code. 

 

 

6.9.2 SINCRONYZE THE SCOUT WITH THE VIDEO OF THE MATCH 

The scout can be synchronized automatically during the match by activating the DVR 

function as explained previously and it is possible to do it manually after the match. 

In order to synchronize the scout select the first code (usually the service) and 

position the images on the moment referred to by the code (the moment of the 

service) and press 'Set All TimeCodes' . All codes will be synchronized accordingly.  

If while watching a code is not properly synchronized, simply shift the movie at the 

desired time and press 'Align Timecode'   or the keyboard button chosen for the 

timecode alignment (default is F11). The timecode of that code will be modify.          
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6.9.3 POSITION 

From this menu item you can choose to see the full-screen images (inside scout 

area) , or in one of the corners  or se send the images to an external 

monitor  

 

6.10   STATISTIC AND MATCH REPORTS 

Press the button ‘Print’. 

            

 

 The top box displays all the previously saved scoreboard models. To see the match 

report or the general statistics, enter the number of the set you want to see (0 for 

the total) in the proper text box. The upper text box for the prints of the match 

report, the lower one for the general statistics. The two types of reports can also be 

viewed simultaneously. Press 'Print', the required reports will be displayed, it will 

also be possible to print them. By activating 'Show on monitor' (only for general 

statistics) the statistics will appear as a table on the screen and not as a printable 

report. 

 

6.11  ANALYSIS 

This function creates and manages analysis based on the scout codes. In order to 

create a new analysis press ‘Analyses’. 

This will open a panel from which you can create a filter of the codes stored in the 

code table. 
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Select the filter characteristics and press ‘Apply’ . It will appear a second code 

table under the main one in which the codes will appear filtered based on the 

criteria. By select a code in the table of filtered codes, the scout codes table will be 

positioned it on the same code. 

 

6.11.1 CREATE A CUSTOM FILTER 

Another way to create a filter of the codes is fill the four fields where you can 

directly set the values to create a filter. In the first text box, you must enter the 

filter that you want to search. Specify each character that makes up the code, being 
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able to use the character ‘_’ as jolly for the single character and ‘%’ as jolly for 

more. You can use ‘%’ only at the start or at the end of the filter. 

In the field of the phase (the second text box from the left) you can indicate what 

type of attack you search, the possible values are: ‘r’ for the first attack of side out, 

‘s’ for the transition of reception phase and ‘p’ for the transition of service phase. 

In the other fields, you may indicate, respectively, the home rotations and guests 

for which you want to apply the filter. 

In the example, the filter searches all the attacks (fourth character of the code ‘A’) 

of the guest team (first character of the code ‘a’) of sideout (phase ‘r’) of all 

rotations. 

In order to reset the filter press . 

 

6.11.2   ADVANCED ANALYSES 

The general statistics are the only direct available. In order to access to all functions 

of VolleyStudio regarding the current match is just necessary to press the button  

in the panel of the team to which you plan to open the analysis. It will open the 

main panel of the analysis of VolleyStudio. From this page, you can use all the 

features VolleyStudio. To return to the scout mode simply close this window. You 

can continue with the scouting. 

 

6.12 USING VOLLEYSTUDIO SERVERS 

Press ‘Server’ 

 

 

From this panel, you can share the statistics. “Activate VS Server” activates both the 

VolleyStudio web server and the operating network of VolleyStudio clients for Apple 

and Android devices. For details on configuring the Web server, see the next 

paragraph. For further information about Client function, see paragraph 10. 
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6.12.1 HISTORY SETUP(DISTRIBUTION) 

 

This function is used to set additional 'Web Server' data. 

For the proper functioning and a better usability you must set the parameters for 

distribution computation of previous matches. You must specify the team that must 

be analyzed. The two tables on the left will be filled with all the matches of the 

chosen team. You can divide matches into two groups (by importance or similarity to 

the analyzed match) if you want an average distribution resulting from the matches 

in the two groups. You have to set the weight of the each group from the text box 

on the top of the two tables. 

You can choose different parameters for the distribution analysis: 

- Reception grade: only the rallies with the chosen reception grade will be 

selected. 

- Set moment: in order to obtain a significant amount of actions you can 

choose to join set moments by checking ‘Join game moments’ and 

specifying how to join them in text boxes below. 

- Setters: by specifying the setters numbers in the text boxes you can obtain 

two different distribution analysis. During the match only the distribution 

of the setter on the court will be considered.               
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7 ENTERED MATCHES ANALYSIS  

The match analysis provides preset statistics and options and a great filtering 

flexibility: the program can be set according to your requirements and you can 

quickly obtain the needed statistics and videos. If the team is not visible in the list, 

type a few letters of the name in the text box, the list will change based on the 

characters entered. If you want one or more teams to always remain at the top of 

the list, you can mark them as 'favorites'. Press the 'favorite' button  and select 

the team. To remove the attribute, repeat the same operation. 

 

7.1 SELECTING THE TEAM TO ANALYZE 

The analyzes can be performed in 4 ways: 

- Single team 

- Sum of data of all matches of the database 

- Sum of one or more teams 

- Comparison between teams 

The selection mode changes according to the chosen mode. 

 

 

7.1.1 SINGLE TEAM 

Click with the left mouse button on the symbol or on the name of the team to be 

analyzed after a few moments the personalized analysis screen will open. 

 

7.1.2 SUM OF DATA OF ALL MATCHES OF THE DATABASE 

From the main screen, click with the left mouse button on the 'Free analysis' symbol, 

after a few moments the customized analysis screen will open. 
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7.1.3 SUM OF ONE OR MORE TEAMS 

 

From the main screen, click with the mouse on the team to be analyzed, holding 

down the left button, drag the selection to the 'Free Analysis' symbol. The team will 

be included in the list of teams to be analyzed above the symbol. Repeat this 

operation for all the teams that you want to include in the analysis. Once the 

selection is complete, press the 'Sum' button. 

 

7.1.4 COMPARSION BETWEEN TEAMS 

Select the teams as illustrated in the previous paragraph. Once the selection is 

complete, press the 'Compare' button. 

 

7.2 FILTERING PANEL  

The filtering panel is the heart of the customized analysis: using these options you 

can combine data and create very specific analysis in a few moments. 

The first selection that is found from the top is the one that allows you to choose 

the phase of the rally. 

 

 

There is 3 buttons: 

- Rec/Att (Reception / Attack phase) 

- Serv/Blk (Serve / Block phase) 

- 1st (Consider the first skill of each phase) 

 

The first two are mutually exclusive and allow you to choose whether to analyze the 

attacking actions when the team receives the opponent's serve , or when 

the team starts from their service . In these cases the analyzes are mainly 
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focused on the fundamental of attack. If you want to analyze more specifically the 

fundamental of reception or serve, you must press the button in combination with 

these buttons . 

-  +  show all the receptions 

-  +  show all the services 

Once you have chosen what to analyze, the filters have been divided into categories: 

- Rotations 

- Game scenarios 

- Set 

- Attack 

- Reception 

  the panels are closed, press on the desired button and to open the specific panel 

from where you can set the filters for analysis 

 

7.2.1 ROTATIONS 

 

 

 

Filter rotations of the analyzed  team 

 

Filter rotations of the opposing team/s to 

that one in analysis 
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7.2.2 GAME SCENARIOS 

 

 

Filter according to specific players in the 

court; by  activating the check, it also takes 

the positions into account: the first box on 

the left is zone 1 then 6,5,4,3,2. The buttons 

under each grid specify the rotations on 

which to apply the line up filter. It is possible 

to enter a second line up in which you can 

specify different players in different 

rotations. 

 

 

Filter according to the games. # only the won 

games. = only the lost games. 

 

Filter the set moment (see note at the end of 

paragraph) and the result of the actions (# 

only won actions, = only lost actions) 

 

Filter according to how many times the ball 

crosses over the net in a single action. 
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7.2.3 SET 

 

 

Filter actions played by the setter, whose 

number must be typed in the text box 

 

Filter according to the set grade 

 

Filter setter calls ; it filters those ones 

included in the setter calls table (See 4.1) 

 

 

Filter according to the setter position. It 

filters the setter positions included in the 

setter position table (See 4.2) 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2.4 ATTACK 
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Filter the first ball of side out (FSSO) or all other 

attacks (Transiton r SO phase, s BP phase) 

 

 

By selecting one or more spikers, it filters the actions 

in which the chosen player attacks 

 

 

 

 

 

By selecting one or more combinations, it filters the 

actions in which the attack corresponds to the 

selected combination. If you want you can create a 

custom filtering line: it must be inserted in the text 

box (see note at the end of paragraph). 

 

Filter according to the attack grade 

 

Filter according to the attack type 

 

Filter based on how the opposing team intercepted 

the attack or if your team covered it after the 

opponent's wall. It is also possible to customize this 

type of parameter based on the code used in the 

scout. 

 

Filter according to how many players perform the 

block 

 

Filter according to the type of skill which starts the 

transition (it works only if the transition button is activated) 
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7.2.5 RECEPTION 

 

Filter according to the type of service such as it 

is indicated in the scout code 

 

Filter according to the zone where the serve 

was performed 

 

By selecting one or more receivers,it  filters the 

actions in whinch the reception was performed 

by the selected player/s 

 

 

 

 

Filter according to the reception grade 

 

Filter according to the zone (see 7.2.7) where 

the reception was performed. 

 

Filter according to the reception system. Front 

row for main setter, the back row for ‘setter & 

opposite substitution’ 

 

Filter according to the type of tecnique that is 

used to perform the reception 

   

 

 

 

Note:  When you click on the boxes they take the color of the background, you 

can activate more than one option at one time. When no button is pressed 

in a single panel, it is as if they were all pressed and activated.  
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7.2.6 FAVOURITE FILTERS 

There is the possibility to select one or more filters as "favorites", in this way you 

can hide all the filters that do not interest and view only those in use. To become a 

"favorite" filter, click on the button in the area of the button's status arrow. A yellow 

star will appear on the button. 

 

Once all the filters of interest have been selected, use the selector at the top to 

hide all the “non-favorite” filters. 

 

 

SET MOMENT: 

It is defined with numbers from 1 to 5 according to the match 

score, but also to the score difference between the 2 teams. The 

moment 1 is from 1 to 12, moment 2 13-16, moment 3 17-20, 

moment 4 21-23 and moment 5 up to the end of set. If the score 

difference between the teams increases, the moment allocated 

decreases. 

 

CUSTOM FILTER COMBINATIONS LINE: 

You can specify only some letters of the attack combination and 

use the characters “_” as a wildcard. For example, entering 

“X_” all the combinations starting with “X” will be filtered. You 

can also specify multiple codes, separating them by commas. 
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7.2.7 SETTING RECEPTION ZONES 

The reception zones are associated with the selection buttons according to the 

following diagram: 

Button Zone 1 : 1A,1B,1C,1D,9A,9D 

Button Zone 2 : 2A,2B,2C,2D,9B,9C 

Button Zone 3 : 3A,3B,3C,3D,8B,8C 

Button Zone 4 : 4A,4B,4C,4D,7B,7C 

Button Zone 5 : 5A,5B,5C,5D,7A,7D 

Button Zone 6 : 6A,6B,6C,6D,8A,8D 

It is possible to modify these associations by clicking with the right mouse button on 

the button zone you want to change. 

                         

 

A table will appear: you have to select the court zones you want to associate with 

the selected button. At the end of this procedure, press  to confirm.  

 

7.2.8 FILTERING THE ATTACKS DIRECTED TO A SPECIFIC ZONE. 

In order to select only the attacks directed to a specific zone, move the mouse in a 

corner of the interested area, left click and move in other corner and so on, right 

click to confirm the area. To create another zone repeat the operation. Inside the 

areas will appear the total number (N), the points (number in the parantesis) and 

the efficency of attacks (E). The filter button  will appare, by pressing it you 

select the attacks direct to this zone. In order to remove the filter press the 

deselection button  and if you want to delete the custom area press the button  
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7.2.9 FILTERS RESET 

To remove all filters and view all attacks, click on the reset button  above the 

filter panel. 

 

 

 

7.3 INFORMATION PANEL 

The panel shows the percentages of distribution as result of the filters applied. At 

the top, we find the number of filtered actions (Tot) and attack efficiency (Eff). 

Pressing the formation button  a grid will appear where you can enter the Lineup 

that are displayed in the reception scheme. The lineup must be entered starting 

from the setter and finally the Libero number. The percentages button  -  

changes the way the distribution percentages are displayed. Pressing the button  

displays the attack directions via a heatmap. Finally, all the filters applied are 

summarized below the directions field. 
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The percentage colored in black and 

the height of the underlying column 

indicate the distribution, the color of 

the column and the percentage within 

the column indicate the attack 

efficiency. The color changes from 

green (for 100% efficiency) to red (for -

20% efficiency or less). Finally, the blue 

colored number indicates the number 

of balls in absolute value. 

The percentages colored in black 

indicate the distribution, the one 

colored in green the attack efficiency, 

the number colored in blue indicates 

the number of balls in absolute value 

and the percentage colored in red 

indicates the importance. 
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By clicking on the player's number in the field it is possible to change it, for example 

to insert the "L" for Libero. By placing the mouse on the player you can directly view 

his statistics in that situation 

 

 

 

The statistics show: 

Reception: quantity, positivity, efficiency. 

FBSO when the player attack after his reception (+R): quantity, positivity, 

efficiency. 

FBSO when the player attack after the reception of another player (-R): quantity, 

positivity, efficiency. 

Reception and attack amount: how many times the player attack after his reception 

divide the amount of attack in that situation. 

Transition attack: quantity, positivity, efficiency. 

Repetitions: how many times the player attack consecutively. 

 

7.3.1 INFORMATION PANEL IN BREAK-POINT 

By pressing the button  the information panel shows all the attacks of the 

opposing teams and in the field of the directions the blockers-up and the server will 

be displayed. 
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If you modify the game situation the filters  you may apply will change , too: the 

“Spikers” icon will be replaced with the “Blockers” icon (related to the the players 

of the analyzed team). 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION: 

The distribution statistics, efficiency, importance and attack 

directions are the values resulting from opposing teams analysis 

(how these have attacked against the analyzed block line). 

ATTENTION: 

The reception-attack filters (Setter Calls, Attack Combinations, 

Attack Efficiency, Setter Position, Reception Efficiency and 

Reception Zone) will be applied to the opposing teams in order to 

check the blockers behavior according to the setter call, the setter 

position and so on. 
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7.4 FUNCTIONS 

From this section you can access to video analysis, statistics and more 

 

 

7.4.1 LECTING THE MATCHES TO ANALYZE 

 

In the table on the rigth you can find all matches of the selected team. Left click on 

the line of the match you want to add to the analysis. The matches that will be 

analyzed are highlighted in red, if you want to deselect simply click again on the 

highlighted lines. If you need to select many matches in the same time you can click 

+ shift on the first match of the selection, the row will becomes blue, then repeat 

the same thing on the last match. All the matches included will be automatically 

selected. If the video file is properly associated to the match, the symbol next to 

the match number will become a icon green folder.  

In the column where the macth number is displayed, other icons may appear 

indicating the status of the data sharing referring to the match. 

This sharing is possible only if you use the VolleyStudio cloud, these icons indicate: 

 

- (No icons): The race is inserted in the database and no video is associated. 

-  The race is inserted in the database and a video is correctly associated. 

-  The match is simultaneously uploaded to the database and uploaded in 

the cloud, the icon turns green when there is an associated video 

-  The race is not uploaded to the database and is uploaded in the cloud, so it 

is available for download to the local database. 

-  The match statistics are shared with the VolleystudioPlayer App. 
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7.4.1.1 MATCH MENU 

Clicking with the right button of the mouse on the row of the desired race, a 

popmenu with different functions will open 

 

 

7.4.1.1.1 CONNECT A VIDEO TO A MATCH  

Before opening the video, it is necessary to connect a video file to each match; in 

the window of customized analysis you have to put the cursor on the table's line 

of matches the video should be associated to, right click and choose the option 

‘Connect Film’ in the menu. A table will appear, you can choose to associate one 

or more files. Click on “Add Film”  and select the film you want  to link to the 

match, a preview of the video will appear;  if  the movie of the match is 

composed by more than one video, repeat the operation. When you finish 

associating all the videos click on the confirm button . 

 

                  

If the association is successfully accomplished, a green circle will appear to the 

left of the match number . In order to remove a video from the table, select the 

line of the video and click on the delete icon . 
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Note:  Every time you open Volleystudio, the program will search only for the files 

in the subfolders indicated in the route’s settings “Search videos”(see 

4.5.2). 

 

7.4.1.1.2 CONNECTING SCOUT TO MATCH 

Normally when loading a match in the database the scout file is automatically 

associated. There may be cases where it is necessary to associate a scout file again 

with an already loaded match. From the matches table choose the line of the match 

that you want to connect to the scout file, right click  and choose “Connect Scout” 

from the menu; then search for the file and click on open. 

 

7.4.1.1.3 OPEN SCOUT MOD. 

With this function, the scout mode will be opened and the race is displayed as a 

scout. 

 

7.4.1.1.4 NOTE 

With this function, you can enter short notes that will appear in the last column of 

the table 

 

7.4.1.1.5 UPLODA MATCH (only with cloud access) 

The match statistics will be uploaded to the Volleystudio cloud, these can be viewed 

by the users of the VolleystudioPlayer App. For more information on the app see D.6. 

In order to correlate the uploaded data to the team's agenda, the match must be 

entered as an event on the agenda before uploading the statistics (see C.4.2). At the 

time of upload, if a match is detected on the agenda scheduled for the same day as 

the date of the match being uploaded, then you will be asked if you intend to 

associate the data with the event on the agenda. By answering yes, it will be 

possible to view the match report on the app. 
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7.4.1.1.6 UPLOAD MATCH STATISTICS (only with cloud access) 

The match statistics will be uploaded to the Volleystudio cloud, these can be viewed 

by the users of the VolleystudioPlayer App. For more information on the app see D.6. 

In order to correlate the data being uploaded to the team's agenda, the match must 

be entered as an event on the agenda before uploading the statistics (see C.4.2). At 

the time of upload, if a race is detected on the agenda scheduled for the same day 

as the date of the race being uploaded, you will be asked if you intend to associate 

the data with the event on the agenda. By answering yes, it will be possible to view 

the match report on the app. 

 

7.4.1.2 SERCHING IN THE MATCHES TABLE 

From the three text boxes it is possible to filter the matches by event , by team 

 or by players who took part in the match . For the first two cases it is 

sufficient to type a few characters in the text box to modify the table of matches, 

for filtering by players it is necessary to identify the players by typing the surname 

or name in the text box. A panel will appear with the selected players and then click 

on the desired player. The player will appear in the filter zone. Repeat the 

operation for all the players of interest. To delete an element from the filtering 

area, click on who you want to delete. Once the operation is finished, only the ones 

in which the selected elements have actually played will appear in the competition 

table. 
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7.4.2 ANALYSES 

In the analysis area, saved analyses, video analyses and montages are managed. 

 

 

7.4.2.1 ORGANIZING ANALYSES 

For a better search of the saved analyses, it is possible to create subfolders in which 

to organizing analyses. By default, there is a "Generic" folder where save the 

analyses. In order to create a new folder press the add button  in the upper right 

part of the panel. Enter the name in the dialog box and press confirm . The new 

folder will appear in the upper left next to the existing folders. To assign an existing 

analysis to a new folder, drag it over the name of the folder to which you want to 

assign the analysis. 

 

7.4.2.2 LOAD A SAVED ANALYSIS 

At the top there are all the saved analyzes, just click on the analysis you want to set 

and the filters will be set as required by the analysis, in the table on the right will 
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appear the actions that result from the selection that can be immediately evaluated 

on the screen. 

 

 

In detail of the analysis we can assign a shortcut by the drop-down menu (F2..F12). 

By pressing the "favorite" button  the icon will turn yellow and the analysis will 

always be proposed at the beginning of the row. 

 

7.4.2.3 SAVE ANALYSIS 

Once all the filters necessary to create the desired analysis have been set, press the 

save button at the top right of the analysis panel , type the name in the text box 

that appears next to the button and press the save button again. 

 

7.4.2.4 DELETE ANALYSIS 

In order to delete a saved analysis, simply drag it with the mouse to the deletion 

area  at the top right of the analysis panel. 

 

7.4.2.5 VIDEO CONTROLS 

On the left below the video you will find the video controls and on the right the 

button to save a screen capture  (only with the video paused). By pressing the 

mark button  it is possible to directly mark an action of interest. To set a number 

of seconds in advance (if you want to apply a delay, set a negative value) type in the 

text box  the value to be applied to the Timecode of each individual action. 

 

 

 

 

Analysis name  

Applied Filters 
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7.4.2.6 VIDEO FUNCTIONS 

Above the action table are other controls that have other functions. When an action 

is selected, the video continues freely until a new action is selected. The 'End Act' 

control shows the video until the end of the action and then automatically switches 

to the next one. 

 

7.4.2.7 MARKERS 

During the video analysis it is possible to 'mark' actions so you can quickly recall 

them from the custom analysis panel (Action Mark Filter). You can mark an action 

either from the video controls under the analysis panel or from the full screen video 

mode. In order to mark an action select from the drop-down menu the number (from 

1 to 9 and the capital letters from ‘A’ to ‘Z’) with which you want to mark, then 

choose from the actions table the line of the action that you want to mark and left 

click on the selection button    in the video control panel. The chosen number will 

appear in the marked action line, in the column “Mrk”. 

To recall only the marked actions, set the 'Action Selection' filter positioned above 

the list of filters. 

 

 

 

Using the = or ≠ buttons, choose whether you intend to recall the marks equal to or 

different from the value that will be set. More than one mark can be assigned to 

each action, so it is possible to select the actions according to one or more 

markings. Enter the desired value in the text box using the comma as the logical 

“or” or the & as the logical “and”. 

Example:  setting 1,2 as search value will select all those actions that have the 

number 1 or number 2 in the marking values. 

By setting 1 & 2 as search value, all those actions that will have both 

the number 1 and the number 2 in the marking values will be 

selected. 

 

  Once the value has been set, the marked actions are automatically recalled. 
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7.4.2.7.1 SAVE  

Usually markers are stored in the database but if you want you can save some 

markers in a specific file. From the filter ‘Action Mark’, recall the actions with the 

marker that you want to save, press the save button . A dialog will be appear, 

type the name to the file. 

 

7.4.2.7.2 LOADING 

In order to recall the markers previously saved, open the filter ‘Action Mark’ and 

press the open button . A dialog will be appear, select the file. 

 

Note:       Only the markers of the matches selected during loading          

operation will be uploaded; if the file contains markers from other matches 

they will not be uploaded. 

 

7.4.2.7.3 AUTOMATIC SAVE/LOAD 

In Volleystudio “Reader” version, every time you want to update the database you 

will receive a new database from those who enter data. In this case the old markers 

get lost; you can save them before updating and load them after or activate the 

automatic saving markers option from the settings panel (see 4.5.4). In this way, 

when you close Volleystudio the markers are automatically saved in an external file 

and reloaded  when you reopen it.  

Note: The markers stored in the database may slow down Volleystudio 

opening and closing. You are advised to periodically reset the 

unnecessary markers . 

7.4.2.7.4 RESET 

In order to reset a single marker go to the line in the marked actions table and right 

click on the icon  . In order to reset more markers go to Utility menu (see 3.2.1) 

 

7.4.2.8 FULL SCREEN 

By pressing the button  you open the full-screen window. From this window, you 

can use other functions. Press the menu button . 
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7.4.2.8.1 TIMEBAR 

When creating a montage the length of each action is defined by a setting in the 

database (see 4.7). By the Timebar you can set up for each single action the seconds 

ahead of the timecode with which to start playing the action movie and how many 

seconds after the timecode has to end the playback. When you enable the control, a 

bar will appear below where is indicated, in the center, the action timecode. On the 

left of the timecode, you can change the seconds ahead for the start of playback. 

On the right, you can change the seconds of the duration of the movie after the 

timecode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The left bar can be changed by moving the mouse dial or by pressing + or - and the 

left shift on the keyboard. The right bar can be changed by moving the mouse 

pointer or by pressing the right shift and + or -. 

 

Note:  When the timebar is active, the succession of actions takes place 

automatically in accordance with the selected times. 

 

7.4.2.8.2 MODIFYING ACTIONS  

If an action is imported with errors coming from the scout, you can modify it from 

the video control panel  by clicking on “Fix Actions”. On the left a correction panel 

will appear.  

 

 

Timecode Seconds of the duration of the 

movie after the timecode 

Seconds ahead for the 

start of playback 
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In order to modify the entries of the action you can right click and choose from the 

menu the data you want to modify . 

The data that you can edit from the menu are: 

Switch court 

Changing the line up  

Action moment  

Server and Service 

starting zone  

Attack Direction, grade, 

and diggers 

Hitter 

Setter Position 

Receiver and 

reception grade 

Attack 

combination  

Blockers up and Blocker 
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The other details can be modified as follows: 

Service zone,  

Reception zone:    Left click on the service zone and hold,  

move to the reception zone and release.  

Setter Position : Left click on the desired setter position. 

Setter Call : From the menu (right click) or with the shortcut key 

set the setter call table(See 4.5.3) 

Attack direction: Left click on the desired zone. 

All fields can be modified from the menu in the figure or from the shortcut key 

where provided (see 4.5.3). 

 

7.4.2.8.3 SET TIMECODE 

In order to change the actions timecode on the screen, click on the alignment 

button  during the desired moment of the film. The button is positioned in the 

right bottom or you can use the shortcut (default F11). 

                  

7.4.2.9 EXTERNAL MONITOR 
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If you want see the images on an external device such as a TV or projector, activate 

the external screen control located above the filters 

 

 

Once the control is activated, the images will be displayed in a new separate 

window. Move and resize this window according to your needs. To return to the 

integrated mode, close the external window or act again on the external screen 

control. 

 

7.4.2.10 VIDEO MONTAGES 

In order to create a video editing of the selected analysis actions click the button 

‘Video Editing’ . The panel of video creation will appear where you can set the 

parameters for the video file. 
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When this window is opened, the compression parameters are blocked to create the 

montages for the "VolleystudioPlayer" App (for further information on the App see 

D). If you want to customize these parameters, remove the check from “VolleyStudio 

Mobile Editing” and change the settings freely. To set the compression parameters 

see paragraph 3.2.2.2. 

After setting the parameters, press the confirmation button , enter the name to 

be given to the montage in the text box and press the confirmation button . The 

process of compressing and editing the actions will begin. 

 

7.4.2.11 CREATE MONTAGE FROM ANALYSES 

If you need to create a more complex clip is necessary create it by saved analyses. 

Click the button ‘Built from Analyses’ . A panel will appear over the actions table. 

Activate to set default parameters to 

create a compatible montage for the 

App. “VolleystudioPlayer” 
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In order to add an analysis to the montage, drag the ones you want to add into the 

montages panel. Once the insertion is complete, press the confirmation button  

and proceed as described above. 

It is possible to save the analysis list using the save button  and load it as needed 

via the load button . 

 

7.4.2.12 SORTING ACTIONS 

When you open the video in the actions table, the actions are sorted in chronological 

order, but if you want you can modify the order by setting the parameters. From the 

menu above the actions table click on ''Order by” and from the table you will be able 

to sort actions according to several parameters:                              

The parameters by which you can order the actions are: 

I. Opposing marking 

II. Hitter (Player) 

III. Attack combinations 

IV. Reception scout 

V. Blocker basis 

VI. Situation (Attack after Reception or other attacks) 

In order to start to order, you have to click on ‘Active Sorting’, to select the fields 

and the priority they should have in the order. The first of the list will outweigh and 

so on. In order to customize the sorting select the interested row and press the sort 
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button , it will appear above the table an editor box where you can write the 

values as you want to sort separated by comma. After setting up the values press the 

button  to confirm. In the table below, you can decide the order by which you can 

display the games. If a custom order is applied to a field, the row will be colored in 

red. If you want to cancel the order and go back to the chronological order, you only 

have to remove the check from ‘Activate order’ and click ‘Apply’. 

 

 

                                  

 

After setting and activating the desired sorting type, you can set it as default by 

right clicking on the sorting button. The icon will turn red and each new analysis 

created, the actions will be sorted according to the set method. 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select what you want to 

consider for the sorting 
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7.4.3 PLAYERS 

This section displays the players list and the trend of the main skills in the graphs. 

By selecting a player the graphs are updated showing the values referring to the 

selection. At the top it appears in a graph that allows to understand in which zone of 

the lineup is usual to start the game. 

 

'Att after Ric' indicates how many times the player attacks after his reception. 

'Repeat Att' indicates how many times he attacks consecutively. The value shows 

the balls played consecutively by the same athlete and alongside the total 

number of attacks occurred (also of others) after an attack by the selected 

player. 

Below is shown the position in which this player is normally deployed with respect 

to the setter and in percentage terms how many times it happens. S + 1 indicates 

the position following the setter, S + 3 is the opposite and so on. 

On the right, the zone of the field where the player started at the beginning of 

the game are displayed and below, in red, the quantity of the game played when 

he started in that position. 

The controls on the top allow you to modify the graphics below. You can see the 

trend of the skills against time, in three different meanings: during the span of 

several matches, within the match shown on games base (considering the sum of 

all the selected matches) or within the individual moments of the game shown on 

points base (considering the sum of all games of the selected matches). 

By activating the Sum or Comparison mode it is possible to arbitrarily add the 

values of multiple players. The list of players will consist of all the players of the 

selected teams and it will be possible to select more than one at the same time 

by pressing the 'Ctrl' key on the keyboard  + left mouse button. 
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The selected players will appear above the graphs and the sum of values graphs 

below. In the text box above the 'Role' column, you can enter a value to filter the 

list based on a role. 

 

7.4.4 STATISTIC 

Select the 'Statistics' section. The panel showing the statistics will appear on the 

right. The top selectors act for all types of statistics. 

• Apply Filters: filters are enabled on the left of the screen that can be used to 

set the analysis criteria on which to calculate the statistics. 

• Opponents: Shows the statistics of the opponents to the team being analyzed 

in the selected matches 

• Rotations: Divide the statistics by the 6 rotations 

• Hide Players: Show only the team totals and hide the detail of the athletes. 

By selecting the labels you can see: 
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7.4.4.1 GENERAL DETAILS 

 

 

Show the statistics of the players divided by the skills, by clicking on the underlined  

numbers of the table the filters will be automatically set to reproduce the analysis 

that lead to that value. Pressing the chart button  displays the team values in a 

radar chart. 

 

 

In the 'Comparison' mode, the values of the individual teams in comparison will 

appear (right image) otherwise the values will be compared with the reference 

values of the analyses (see 4.6.4) (left image). 
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7.4.4.2 ATTACK DETAILS 

 

From the 2 buttons at the top you can choose whether to display the attacks by 

attack combinations or by the lift time. The total value is calculated, the first attack 

after receipt, only after a positive reception and counterattacks. By pressing the 

button on the graphs, the combinations will be displayed as histograms with vertical 

value, the attack efficiency. 
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7.4.4.3 HITTING DIRECTIONS (HITTERS DETAILS) 

It shows the hitting directions of each player divided according to the type of attack 

combinations; the statistics show the number, positivity and efficiency of attacks 

and the efficiency of the attack if the player received the ball which then hit. 

By pressing the button   at the top right you can change the display mode of the 

attack directions 

 

(lines visualization) 

 

(cones visualization) 

The same analisys can be showed in others way, the directions are grouped 

according to the zones and in every zone there is a statistic. 
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(heatmaps visualization) 

 

7.4.4.4 RECEIVERS DETAIL 

 

Total Points Blocked 

Efficiency 
Same statistics only if 

the player received the 

ball which then hit 
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This panel shows in which zones the reception has been performed also divided 

according to the sevice type. The statistics of number, positivity and efficiency of 

reception is dividedaccording to the service origin zone. In the table you can see a 

statistic divided for each player according of the reception tecnique used. From the 

button at the top right is possible choose if you want see also the datail of the 

reception zone  and the reception tecnique . These settings are also valid for 

printing the report that refers to this analysis. 

 

7.4.4.5 SERVERS DETAIL 

 

The same analisys of the previus but for the service. You can find also 2 index and 

the percentage of service + and -. 

The index are calculated: 

A: (S=)/(S#)      A/: (S=)/((S#)+(S/)) 

Or (see 7.5.4) 

                                    A: (S#)/(S=)      A/: ((S#)+(S/))/(S=) 

In the table, you can see a statistic divided for kind of service. This report is divided 

for kind of service and you can choose, by pressing the button , if you want 

divided the statistic for destination zone of service. This setting is also valid for 

printing the report that refers to this analysis. 
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7.4.4.6 WIN POINTS INDEX 

 

 

The statistic count how many times the action is won after the skill in analysis. The 

values that gives always 100% (the skill that gives direct point) are not indicated. 

The values can be calculated in percentages by pressing the button % or in decimal 

values by pressing 0.00 

The numbers above focus on different aspects of the team's performance values. The 

fundamentals of Service, Block and the errors are reported as an average per set, for 

the Reception positivity and efficiency are calculated while for the attack are 

shown: Ball change index (SO), Ball change index considering only the first attack 

after reception (SO1) and the index of the break point phase (BP). The values of the 

column 'on rec #, +' are always attack indicators but only when the evaluation of the 

reception is # or +. 

Skills indices can be displayed as a graph as scattering of points or spider web. 
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The number of strokes is placed on the horizontal axis for each line and the index in 

numerical form on the vertical axis. In this way we can see which athletes win the 

rally sooner when they touch the ball. 

 

The skills to be compared in the spider web can be chosen using the buttons located 

on the top of the graph. Selecting or deselecting these buttons will add or remove a 

radius to the graph. 
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7.4.4.7 POINTS AND ACTIONS 

 

The table on the left shows a summary of how the team in analysis wins and loses 

the points divided by game phase and skills. The ‘attacks’ table shows the positivity 

of various types of attack (First Ball Side Out FBSO, first transition Tr1, second 

transition Tr2 and so on). The first three columns show how many times, the 

positivity and the efficiency of the team in analisys. The last three columns show the 

same data of the opponents. The ‘Actions Duration’ table shows the percentage 

(column %) and shows how many actions (column N) the team won according to the 

valid crossings (column Pas) over the net. Number 0 refers to a serve error (the ball 

crosses 0 valid times over the net). Number 1 refers to an ace/receive error, number 

2 refers to a winning sideout  attack, number 3 to the first transition attack of the 

team which is serving and so on. The number over the table indicates the average of 

actions duration. 

 

7.4.4.8 PERFORMANCE MODEL 

Based on the results of the races and the sets the performance models calculate the 

statistical values that made the sets win or lose. 

 

7.4.4.8.1 CREATE A MODEL 

Once you have selected the matches you want to use as a model, press the button 

relating to the type of model you want to create. There are three types of possible 

models: SKILLS, BY ATTACK AREAS, BY SET TIME. 
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The games of the selected matches will be divided into three groups: sets clearly 

lost, sets clearly won, sets uncertain (won or lost). The skill efficiency values will be 

represented in the graphs. A new row called “New Model” will appear in the top left 

table. To rename this analysis, click with the left mouse on the name and type the 

new name. It is possible to create more models of the same type by selecting 

different matches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: 

In order to make a reliable model it is recommended to use as many 

matches as possible. It may be helpful to use the “free analyses” 

function, with this function, you can sum the values of several teams. 
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7.4.4.8.2 USING MODELS 

In order to compare the values of specific matches with the model created, you 

must select the desired team and matches then select the model created previously 

in the list on the left. 

Each graph represents a skill or attack zone or set time (indicated below each 

graph). The green, yellow and red ranges in the graph indicates the range of 

efficiency values for the games won or ended up with very close scores or have been 

lost. The value in the center and the arrow indicate the efficiency value of the skill 

for the current analysis. It is immediately understandable where you fit in comparing 

to the model. The graph indicating the performance index (the two bars at the top 

left) summarizes the various graphs below in a single graph. The values of the 

selected model have a performance index equal 0. The lines indicate the difference 

between the values of the selected analysis and those of the model. More the lines 

stretch to the right and better the values are, compared to the model. 

From the drop down, the top right is from the list of athletes in the bottom left and 

it is possible to detail the analyses by athlete and for different aspects of the race 

(Rotations or type of attack, ball change or transition). 

 

7.4.4.9 TRANSITIONS 

This analysis shows where and how the team under analysis develops the transition 

attack based on the area from which the opponent's attack comes and / or the area 

where the defense is made. 
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7.4.4.9.1 PRELIMINARY ACTIONS 

As a first step, you need to set (only the first time) the attack codes you want to 

consider. Press the parameters button , a table will open where are listed only 

your attack codes. If you want to exclude some codes from the range of attacks to 

be analyzed, drag them to the trash icon at the bottom. Once the desired list has 

been created, press the confirm button . 

 

7.4.4.9.2 EXECUTING ANALYSIS 

The analysis has two parts; the left side shows the distribution of the transition 

attacks of the analyzed team. Above the field are indicated the individual attack 

combinations and the zone of the opponent's field from which the attack comes 

(which automatically selects all the attack combinations that come from that zone). 

By acting on these controls, the distribution will be calculated accordingly. You can 

also select the zone in which the defense is performed by clicking directly on the 

desired zone of the field. For the six areas of the field, the percentage of 

distribution is shown both numerically and as the height of the column which is 

colored based on the percentage of attack efficiency. The column turns green if the 

efficiency percentage is 100%, it turns red if it is -20% or less. The intermediate 

values are represented by the gradient between the two colors. The percentage of 
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efficiency is also indicated at the bottom of the column. Once the desired analysis 

has been set, you can open the video of the selected actions by pressing the button 

 at the top left. 

 

7.4.4.9.3 AUTOMATIC SEARCHING 

By pressing the search button , an automatic procedure will search for all 

situations in which there is a distribution over any area greater than 75%. All 

situations found are shown on the right column. If any situation is considered 

interesting, you can select it with a click of the mouse and it will be set in the 

analysis field, then you can modify it or open the actions on the screen. 

 

7.4.5 ANALYSIS OF THE STARTING LINEUPS 

In this section, you can find the lineups are summarized in the rotations in which 

they started in every single game, together with the score of each game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each row of playing fields corresponds to a selected match, and each field to a set. 

In zones where two players appear, you will see the number of the incoming player, 

the score at which the substitution has occurred , and the percentage of the set 

played by each of the two. In the row above the field, in addition to the score, 

information relating to the starting rotations of the 2 teams is displayed, in this 

example in the first game, the team under analysis received in rotation 1 (R1) and 

Match Game - scores 

Begins 

serving 
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the opponent serve in rotation 1 (S1). The last information, is the outcome of the 

game, lost (=) or won (#). 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Setter starting 

position 

Starter 

Reserve 

Score at the 

substitution 

Played 

percentage of 

the game 
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7.4.6   REPETITIONS 

 

 

7.4.6.1 FOCUSING ON ATTACK REPETITIONS  

The upper table shows in detail the distribution of the setter according to the 

outcome of the attacks and in which case the ball is served again. In the first column 

there is the name of the player who performs the attack, in the following columns it 

is indicated to whom the ball was served based on the outcome of the attack made. 

Outcome which is indicated on the column title. From the controls you can choose 

whether to make calculations for the various outcomes of the attack (Above the 

individual columns). 

All the actions satisfying the chosen requirements are displayed, but by checking the 

box “Just next action” only the actions following the first one will be evaluated (the 

values wil be based on attacks “/”, “=” or defendend). By checking the box “Just 

FBSO” only the first accack of side out will be evaluated  Below the repetitions table 

you may find the attacks after the player’s reception and the percentage value. 

Moreover, when you choose the wanted box the pointer will change shape  and by 

left clicking the video sequence of the repeated actions will be displayed. The table 
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below shows the totals for each athlete divided by type of attack outcome. On the 

last line, the total tendency of the setter to re-serve the same attacker. 

 

7.4.6.1.1 RECEPTION ATTACK 

Pressing the button  switches to the display of the tendency of the lifter to lift 

the ball to who has just received it 

 

The table shows in the first column the total number of attacks after receipt (Tot 

A), the number of receptions and attacks after receipt by the same player (TR / A), 

the same percentage calculation, then the efficiency of attack if the attacker has 

received (Eff R), the attack efficiency if the attacker has not received (Eff no R). To 

return to the repetition table, press the button  

 

7.4.6.1.2 BREAK POINT REPETITIONS 

The panel below show the serve statistic, how many times a repetition takes place 

(how many times the break point action has been won) and the winning blocks. This 

can make it clear what the weight of the serve and the block is in the effectiveness 

of the break point. 
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7.4.7 MATCH-UP 

The match up is the analysis of all the possible 'joints' between the rotations of 

the team under analysis and another team in the database (usually your own).  

 

Select by the drop-down menù the team you want to compare against the one 

under analysis. By pressing the 'Select Matches' button , the table of the 

entered matches of the team selcted will appear and it is possible to indicate 

which matches to use. You can also select the number of the opposing setter. 

From the 'Print roster' selector you can choose to insert the list of players in the 

printouts and from the 'Show approaches' selector you can exclude the approaches 

drawings. 
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In the 6 fields you see how the rotations of the two teams “fit” each other. Using 

the control buttons, you can change the rotation of the team, while the other one 

remains blocked. The rectangles drawn in the fields show the relevant areas. The 

green rectangle in the reception field indicates where the serve is best while the red 

one where the reception is worst. The gray area near the net indicates where the 

distribution is greatest. The red and green squares in the serve field indicate the 

effectiveness of the block. 

 

                                              

 

 

 

By pressing the team exchange button ,  you can also analyze the reverse 

situation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rotation + Rotation - 

Change the 

receiving team 
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7.4.8 CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION 

The distribution of the first ball change attack is shown in chronological order where 

each column corresponds to a specific rotation. The first row shows the total 

distribution in the various rotations, the distribution value in black and the attack 

efficiency in green 

 

 

Below each field appears the Set, the score and the outcome of the attack. 

You can add details using the selectors: 

I. Blockers 

II. Attack directions 

The chronological order is respected for each single rotation (vertically) but is not 

respected between one rotation and the other (horizontally). Using the selector 

'Insert spaces if the rotation is not played' it is possible to add an empty space if the 

ball change of the rotation has not been played to better understand the tendency 

to repeat. After each new selection it is necessary to update the analyzes using the 

update button . 
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The edge of the field of different color indicates different mathes according to the 

table above the distribution. 

 

7.5 CUSTOM ANALYSES MENU 

From this menu it is possible to perform some actions on the selected matches. 

 

 

7.5.1 FILE 

From this section it is possible to export some analysis as external files: 

• Reception diagram: You can export the reception diagram and the approaches 

as an image. 

• Reception diagram and data: You can export the reception diagram and the 

approaches as an image. The data of distribution and attack efficiency are 

included in the image. 

• Directions diagram: exports the bottom field where the attack directions are 

displayed as an image. 

• Statistics: export the general statistics (skills for each players) as CSV file. 

Make the choice and press ‘Export’, a dialog appear then enter the name of the file and 

press ‘Save’. 

 

7.5.2 UTILITY 

From this menu, you can change the values of the matches already entered. 
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7.5.2.1 CHANGING NAMES 

In case it is necessary to replace a value in more than one attack (such as the name 

of the attacker or his/her number, etc. ...) you can do it via the value replacement 

function. 

 

The fields on which it is possible to operate the replacement are: 

I. Player (Attacker) 

II. Setter 

III. Receiver 

IV. Setter Call  

V. All names (Attacker, Setter, Receiver/Digger, Blocker). 

Choose the field to be replaced in the drop-down list, type the original value in the 

text box ‘Original value’ and a replacement value in the text box ‘Substitute value’ 

then press “Replace”. The operation will replace all the values of the selected field 

ONLY for the selected matches. 

 

Note:   proceed with caution when using this function, because it is not possible in 

any way to restore the original values if an error occurs. 
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7.5.2.2 RESTORING NAMES FROM DATABASE 

Using this function, you can replace all the players name of the already loaded 

matches with the player names in VolleyStudio Database. The player/s number/s 

will be used as a reference and the name/s will be replaced with the names in 

VolleyStudio Database. From the matches table choose the line of the match you 

want to modify (the arrow on the left indicates your choice) and press “Restore 

Player name from DataBase”.  

 

7.5.2.3 TIMESHIFT 

This function can be used if the video is synchronized on a different file or in case of 

mismatch in synchronization. This function enables to change the timecode of all the 

actions (services and attacks) of the selected match. In order to modify the time 

shift from the matches table choose the line of the match you want to modify (the 

arrow on the left indicates your choice) in the text box you will specify the number 

of seconds timeshift (positive or negative) and press the TimeShift button . 

 

7.5.2.4 RESET MARKERS 

To reset the markers to 0 without reviewing them one by one, they can use the reset 

buttons: 

 

Selected Matches: in order to reset all the markers of the selected 

matches 

All: in order to reset ALL the markers of the database. 

 

Note: If you use the automatic loading function of the markers (see 4.5.4) it is 

advisable to periodically reset the markers that are no longer used, this will make 

the startup and closing phase of VolleyStudio faster. 

 

7.5.3 PRINT 

For information about ‘Print’ see paragraph 8, ‘Print queue’ see paragraph 8.3 and 

‘Custom print’ see paragraph 8.4 
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7.5.4 CUSTOM SETTINGS 

From this panel you can choose the options of how to display additional elements in 

the statistics and graphic elements. 

 

 

- Statistics: these settings modify the visualization of the general skills table. 

a. Time Details: Split the stats by the time of the skill (H, T, M, Q). You can 

choose which skills apply the details. 

b. Split Transition: In the attack statistics split the side-out transitions and 

the brack-point transitions 

- Attack combinations fields: the settings modify the graphics of the fields of 

the hitters directions. 

a. Numeric Representition:  Set as default the lines or the zones. 

b. Keep field positions: every combination is drawn in a specific part of the 

sheet. 

c. Sort according the quantity: Sort the statistics of each skill according by 

the quantity and not by the number of the player. 

- Serve (index): Displays the index as wrong services divided by win services 

(lower is better) or as win services divided dy wrong services (higher is better). 

- Join Float Services: It adds the float services and receptions. 

 

- Reception Field diagram: these settings act on the information field where the 

reception system is represented. 

a. Serve Directions: It always draw the serve directions.  
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b. Receptions as points: It always draw the points where the receptions are 

performed. 

c. Always draw the setter position: always displays the grid of setter positions 

with quantities.                   

- Attack: Displays the attack directions in the information panel as lines or 

points. 

- Hide attack type “Others”: Hide or show the attack without attack code from 

graphics and statistics. 
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8 PRINTS 

Volleystudio produces many reports, some of which are the printing of what is 

displayed on the screen, while in other cases they are elaborations or summaries of 

preset analyses. 

 

8.1 PRINTS OF INDIVIDUAL WINDOWS 

In windows where the print button  appears, you can press and go directly to the 

prints: generally, the print reports the analysis that appears on the screen, with only 

some little difference in typesetting . 

 

8.2 SUMMARY PRINTS 

Select the desired team, press the menu button  and then 'Print' . 

From the window that appears, you can choose several preset reports. Once you 

have chosen and set the model to be printed, press the print button at the top 

left . 

 

 

8.2.1 SUMMARY 

The summary reports are a series of reports that summarize the analyses of the 6 

rotations on a single page. From this section, you can choose different forms of 

preset reports. From the 'Options' panel you can choose some customizations valid 
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for the models where these details appear. 

 

 

8.2.1.1 STANDARD 

This cover shows the six rotations represented as a single field in which the 

reception system and attack directions are represented, in addition we find the 

distribution statistics by bases and the related attack efficiencies. 

 

8.2.1.2 CUSTOM SUMMARY 

Selecting this model will open a panel from which it is possible to choose, for each 

rotation, which approaches to print. 

             

 

You can choose the size and color of the approaches. For each rotation you can set 2 

colors and 2 size. 
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You can select if you want print the total distribution or the distribution divided in 

main and second setter call (Total – Sc1+Sc2). You can choose if you want print the 

field without distribution data (Print Distribution). 

 

8.2.1.3 CUSTOM SUMMARY BY APPROACH SIZE 

 

Selecting this model will open a panel from which you can create a report, where 

the distribution is not indicated by numerical values, but by the approaches 

drawings thickness. In the table are indicated, for each rotation, the type of ball 

played, the percentage of distribution and editable fields, the size of the line (Dm) 

with which will be represented the approach and the color (Cl). Furthermore, it is 

possible to set the size of the base line, on which are calculated the others (Max 

width Line) and the percentage of distribution to below which will override the 

associated approach (Ignore if distribution is less then).  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Example of 

distribution and 

size of the 

approach. 
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                                Summary rotation detail 

 

 

8.2.1.4 WITH STATISTICS 

This model is a standard summary, but reception-attack statistics are printed 

instead of the attack direction fields 

 

8.2.1.5 EXPORT TO CSV 

With this selection, the distribution data and attack efficiency are exported in the 

form of a CSV file. 

 

8.2.1.6 EXPORT AS IMAGE 

With this selection, the reception diagram are exported as images. 

 

8.2.1.7 OPTIONS 

- With directions – Empty: choose if you want to leave the direction field empty 

or draw the attack directions 

- Free ball: Create a report with free balls and not with receptions. 

Rotation under 

analysis 

Most widely used 

setter call  Second most widely 

used setter call  

Distribution referred to main 

setter call  

Distribution referred to 

secondary setter call  
Attack efficiency referred to 

secondary setter call  

Attack efficiency referred to 

main setter call  

First line 

attacks 

Back row 

attacks 
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- Print Statistics: Show in the report the attack statistics 

- Numeric Distrib: Displays the distribution as a quantity and not as a percentage 

- SC Approach: It always draws the approach of middlebloker if it is never 

served. 

- Print secondary approach: Show the approaches of the secondary setter call 

 

8.2.2 ROTATIONS  

In order to print the rotation reports go to the 'Rotations' panel. In these types of 

reports, one page will be used for each rotation 

 

 

 

 

 

By activating ‘Add Rotations’ only one page will be printed where you find the sum 

of the rotations selected. By activating ‘Apply Filters’ the statistics will be according 

to the filters of the custom analyses. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rotations to print Setter positions to consider in 

the reception’s analysis 

Model to use 
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MODELS: 

RECEPTION (example of a phase)

 

 

 

8.2.2.1 - RECEPTION / ATTACK 

The model reception/ attack is identical to the previous one, the only difference 

being that instead of the reception statistics is printed the Reception / Attack one. 

 

8.2.2.2 SETTER POSITIONS  

The setter positions model is identical to the previous ones, the only difference 

being that the distribution (based on the setter positions)  is printed instead of the 

statistics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Distribution 

with Rec #,+ 

Distribution 

according to 

the Rec zone 

Statistics of reception phase 
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8.2.2.3 RECEPTION DETAILS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Distribution 

with Rec # 

Distribution 

with Rec + 

according to 

setter position 

Distribution 

with Rec - 
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8.2.2.4 MATCH DETAIL (#, #+) 

This model summarizes many useful analyzes for the study of the math, the choice 

of type # or # + indicates whether in the 4 fields at the top the distribution will be 

calculated on reception grade # or # and + together 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Distribution 

with Rec (# or 

+, according 

with the 

model chosen 

Distribution 

with Rec+ 

according to 

setter position  

Repetitions 

Phase reception statistics Distribution 

according to 

Rec. zone 

Distribution 

according to the 

moment of the set 

Balls given 

to the 

receiver 

Distribution 

with Rec - 
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8.2.2.5 RECEPTION DETAILS 

 

 

For many details the model is the same as the previous one, differentiates in the fact 

that in the lower left there are the fields with the distribution divided by the various 

types of reception and the statistics show those of reception and transitions attack. 
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8.2.3 SETTER CALLS DETAILS 

 

Pressing the button ‘Setter Call Details’ will open a panel where you can enter in the 

table (a) the details of the rotations and eventually to what setter points is meant to 

have the details of the setter call used. Each row represents a row in the report. To 

add a line to the report press the button , in the blank line that appears, select 

the cell of the rotations (Rot) and assign one or more rotations through the rotations 

buttons. In case you want to filter by one or more network points, check the cell 

(Setter Positions) and press the button of the setter points to be included (c). In 

order to delete a cell already in use, press the delete button . If you want delete 

an entire line, press . 

Once you have created the template you want to represent you can save it  and 

then you can recall it with the loading button  without having to repeat the 

process.  

 

8.2.4 SETTER ZONE DETAILS 

When you press the ‘Setter positions details’ you can insert in the table the sum of 

more setter zone or one single. Every row of the table corrispond at one row of the 

report and every cell corrispond at one field. In order to assign one or more setter 

zone at one cell, select the cell and press the buttons of setter zone on the right. If 

you want delete a cell already used press the delete button . 
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When the table is compiled you can save  it. If you need the same analysis you can 

load  the table whitout repeat the procedure describted below. By activating 

‘Rotation Details’ will be print the details of every rotations. 

 

8.2.5 DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING BY RECEPTION ZONES 

A report will be printed in which a field is represented for each reception area and 

its distribution. 
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8.3 PRINT QUEUE 

If you have the necessity to print often the same analyses you can create a queue of 

reports and save it. When you need it, you can load the queue without printing each 

analysis. 

 

8.3.1 CREATING A PRINT QUEUE 

In order to create a print queue select the report that you want to print (summary, 

rotation, etc..) and press the queue button . A confirmation message will appear. 

The report is the print queue. Repeat this procedure for each analysis that you want 

to put in queue.  

 

8.3.2 MANAGING A PRINT QUEUE 

 

In order to open the print queue, press the 'Print Queue' button. A panel with two 

tables will open, on the left one all the print queue, on the right the report that 

compose it. 

When you press the print queue button, the report is automatically added to the 

print sequence named "TEMP". If "TEMP" already exists, the report is added 

otherwise a new "TEMP" print sequence is created. To change the name to "TEMP" 

and make sure that no other reports are added, click on the name "TEMP" and type 

in the desired name. 

By activating the 'Apply Filters' control , you can add the active filters when 

printing with those of the analyzes in the queue. This is useful when there are 

variables that change every time such as the number of the setter or the lineup. 

By pressing the CSV button at the top right you can export the analysis in the queue 

(only those compatible with this function) in CSV spreadsheet format. 

In order to print all the reports of a queue, select the desired queue on the left 

table and press the print button . 
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8.4 CUSTOM PRINT 

The personalized prints give the possibility to fill an Excel worksheet with data 

obtained from VolleyStudio. This allows you to have absolute freedom to set up a 

custom report. In order to access this functionality, an active copy of Microsoft Excel 

is installed on the computer and is not supplied with the purchase of VolleyStudio. 

 

 

8.4.1 PRELIMINARY ACTIONS 

To create a custom print you must first create a model with Excel with spaces and 

graphics that you want to use. Save the file with a name of your choice. This is the 

model to be filled in for all future studies. 

 

8.4.2 USING MODELS 

Press the 'Custom Prints' button , a panel will open with the controls on the right 

side of the screen. 
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The 'Model' table lists the models already set up and ready for analysis. To load a 

new model press the open file button ,  a dialog will appear where you can select 

the Excel file. The content will be displayed in the central window and commands 

will be opened to fill the cells. 

 

First select the analysis that returns the value (this analysis must be previously saved 

(see 7.4.2.3)), indicate if you want the value to be calculated based on the main or 

secondary setter call (if the analysis allows it), indicate in the text box  the cell 

where you want to write, finally search the data in the 'Value' table and drag it to 

the table below. 
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Repeat for each cell you want to insert. To check that the positioning of the values 

is correct, press  and the preview will be updated. 

 

There are some exceptions: 

- You can also insert images such as the reception system or the attack directions. 

In this case, it will be necessary to indicate the cells that determine the top left 

and bottom right corner of the area where the image will be inserted. 

-  To enter the player list (Roster) you must indicate where to position the various 

elements that describe the athlete: shirt number, surname, name and role. In the 

text box, you will need to indicate a cell for each element. If only 3 cells will be 

indicated, the role will not be inserted. 

Once the cells have been inserted, press  to save the changes made. 

If you want to delete the value to be entered in a cell, drag the line to be deleted 

on the delete icon . 

 

8.4.3 USING A SAVED MODEL 

To print a model saved with new data, open the custom prints, all saved models will 

appear in the 'Models' table. Double click on the desired model, the preview will 

open and the values appear in the table at the bottom right. Update the model  

and print . 

By activating the 'Apply Filters' control , you can add the active filters when 

printing with those of the analyzes in the queue. This is useful when there are 

variables that change every time such as the number of the setter or the lineup. 
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9 THE CLOUD 

VolleyStudio now has a dedicated cloud. Thanks to this virtual space, it is possible to 

load the montages created and share them with the Android and iOS mobile app 

"VolleystudioPlayer" or with the "VSClip" montage viewer. The montages can be sent 

to a single member of the group, to a group among those available, which are 

"Setters", "Receivers", "Hitters". When the montages is in the cloud, a notification 

will be sent on the device and then it will be possible to download and view the 

videos. 

 

In order to open the cloud manage press the cloud icon on the main page. 

 

Cloud management is divided into 4 panels. The first on the left shows the montages 

present on your computer and available to be sent. On the top central panel we find 

the 'physical' destinations where to transfer the videos: the cloud or even external 

drives connected to the computer. If you choose to transfer the montages to 

external units, they cannot be viewed with the “VolleystudioPlayer” app but only 
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with the “VSClip” montage viewer. In the bottom center panel you can see the 

recipients available in your group. In the right panel you can monitor the content of 

the cloud or what has been sent to the various users. 

 

Note:  The cloud is only available when connected to the Internet. In the event 

that there is no connection, users will be loaded from the list of the team 

selected in the configurations (see 4.5.1) 

 

9.1 ADD NEW USER 

In order to create the list of your users, you need to add them to the portal in the 

private area of the emmeax website. See C.3.1 

Entering the user will also generate the credentials to be able to register the mobile 

device via the "VolleystudioPlayer" App and therefore to be able to receive 

notifications and settings. 

 

9.2 ADD USER TO A GROUP 

 

If you want to send the same montage to multiple users, you can assign the 

recipients who must receive the same movie to the same group. To assign a user to a 

group, select the desired user with the mouse and drag it over the desired group. By 

clicking on the group, the users who make up the group can be viewed in the right 

table. 

 

9.3 REMOVE USER FROM A GROUP 

In order to remove a user from a group, select the group and from the right table 

drag the desired user to the delete icon . 
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9.4 LOAD A MONTAGE INTO CLOUD 

Before a montage can be sent to users, it must be uploaded to the cloud. To upload 

it, simply drag the montage from the left column of the local montages onto the 

cloud icon. The mount will be indicated in the cloud column (right) in pending 

upload state (WFU). 

 

 

Once you have assigned the montages to upload to the cloud, press the update 

button . Once the upload is complete, if it was successful, the status  will 

appear next to the name of the montage. 

 

Note:  The transfer speed depends on the speed of your Internet connection and 

the size of the file that is uploaded to the cloud. 

 

9.5 SEND A MONTAGE 

To send a montage to a recipient, first select the montage you want to send from 

the table on the right and drag it to the recipient (group or single user), on the 

center table. If you want to send more montages to the same recipient, repeat the 

operation. Once the recipients have been set, the waiting for assignment status 

(WFA) will appear next to the montage to be assigned. Once you have finished 

assigning the montages to the users, press the update button . If everything is 

successful, the status  will appear next to the name of the montage and 

notifications will be sent to the recipients on the VolleystudioPlayer app. 

 

9.6 DELETE MONTAGE IN THE CLOUD 

In order not to overload the servers and to simplify the procedures for exchanging 

data and notifications it is a good practice to delete from the cloud the videos that 

are no longer used. To delete a montage, select the cloud icon , the montages 

stored on the server will appear in the right table. Select one or more lines and drag 
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them to the delete icon , the state of the montages to be deleted will change 

pending deletion (WFD). Press the update button . Once the assignments have 

been completed, if everything went well, the row of the montage will be delete. 
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10 CLIENT VOLLEYSTUDIO 

The VolleyStudio client is an App for Android and iOS mobile devices but also a 

standalone software for Windows. The client is currently in development, it will 

allow you to use the DVR video capture function throughout the race to exchange 

information between the various clients connected to each other and consult the 

race statistics being able to associate them with the images. It will be possible to 

create video sequences to be shown also to the players on the bench or during the 

Time-out. 
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APPENDICES 

A. REAL TIME WEB INTERFACE  

During scouting, you can choose to share data via the webserver. Once the 

webserver is activated (see 6.12) it is possible to read the data through any Internet 

browser. Open the browser type in the address bar http://[ip-address of the 

computer where is the webserver]:8080/$/start. The web interface will open, press 

"Connect / update" , from this moment it is possible to activate the controls. This 

is divided into 6 parts: STATISTICS, DIRECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION ON BASES, 

CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, TOTAL DISTRIBUTION, RECEPTIONS. 

 

 STATISTICS  

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General 

summary  

Filtered 

Table  

Automatic 

rotation 

change 

Manual 

rotation 

change 

Home/Guest 

picker   
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under table 

Enable/Disable 

filters for table 

below 

Filters for 

table below 
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 ATTACK DIRECTIONS 

 

 

By selecting the direction field of the desired player 

  

In order to return to the view of all players, press on the first field in the upper left 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attack direction of 

the selected 

player  

Combinations 

attack 

directions 

Select player  
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 SETTER CALL DISTRIBUTION  

 

 

 

 

 

 TOTAL DISTRIBUTION 

 

Real time 

distribution 

according to 

setter calls 

Analyzed 

distribution 

according to 

setter calls 

Real time controls  

History distribution controls 
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This panel shows the 6 rotations with the side out and break point indices. The field 

colored in red is that of the current rotation. In black / gray the numbers referring 

to the main base, in blue / blue those referring to the secondary base 

 

 CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION 
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 RECEPTIONS 

 

 

 

In this panel are drawn with different colors the 3 reception zones  (red reception in 

1, green in 6, blue in 5). With the same colors of the zones the panel shows also the 

distribution based on the zone where the reception has been performed. (The blue 

attacks were set after the reception from 5 and so on). In the attack representation 

the displayed data refer to the number of attacks, the name of the player and the 

attack efficiency, respectively. In the reception zones the number of receptions, the 

reception positivity and efficiency are shown. In the field on the right the 

distribution is drawn only according to the zone where the reception was performed. 

The values are the distribution (in percentage) and the attack efficiency. 

 

Note: the rotation display will refresh automatically according to the rotation of 

the analyzed team but you can also manually change the rotation by 

clicking on R+ or R- icons (a). After clicking one of the icons the screen will 

automatically refresh without modifying the rotation. If you want to restore 

automatic rotation update simply click on the “A” icon (b). These options 

are available for each interface analysis. 

  

Origin serve 

zone selector 

Filter 

analyses 

according to 

the current 

rotation 

Filter 

analyses 

according to 

the setter 

on field 
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B. MONTAGE VIEWER (VSCLIP) 

This utility run separately from VolleyStudio and is able to read the montages and 

their timeline. The "VSClip" exists in the version for Windows® and for MacOS. You 

can download it from the private area of the site (see C.1). 
 

 WINDOWS INSTALLATION 

Download the 'SetupVSCLIP_WIN.zip' archive from the private area of the website 

and unzip it on the desktop. Double click and the installation will start 

automatically. 

 

 MACOS INSTALLATION 

Download the 'SetupVSCLIP_Mac.zip' archive from the private area of the site. Unzip 

the file, double click on it and a window will open, drag the ‘VSClip’ icon into the 

'Applications' folder. 

 

Lunch ‘VSClip’ 

 

 
 

Actions in the 

video clip 

Video controls 
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 REGISTER TO CLOUD 

 

 

The first time you use it, you need to register your computer to download videos 

from the cloud. Enter your username and password, the same for the 

VolleystudioPlayer app and press the 'Register' button, wait a few seconds and the 

available montages will appear in the box. 

 

 DOWNLOAD MONTAGE FROM CLOUD 

The same montage can be downloaded for the "VolleystudioPlayer" App and on your 

computer with "VSClip". Press the search on the cloud button . 

 

Press 'Search for Montages' , all the videos available on the cloud will appear. 

Select the videos you want to download and press the download button . At the 

end of the operation, the montages will be available for viewing. 

 

 OPEN MONTAGE 

To view a montage downloaded from the cloud or copied to your computer from an 

external drive, press the open file button . If the list is empty, it is necessary to 

indicate the folder where the videos are stored. 
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Clik on open file button  and select the folder where the montage are saved. In 

the box will appear all available montages. 

 

 

Choose the one you want, the video will start automatically and  the actions will be 

loaded into the right table. By the controls under the table of actions you can 

manage the progress of the movie. 

 

 ACTIONS TABLE 

By clicking the Table button  a panel will be open where you can select the 

details to be displayed in the action table. Once the selection is complete, press the 

table button again. 
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C. PRIVATE AREA EMMEAX 

As explained in chapter 1, the credentials for accessing the private area of the site 

are provided when purchasing VolleyStudio licenses. 

Once you have accessed the menu on the left, the possible functions appear. 

 

 DOWNLOAD 

From this section, you can download the installation file, the latest published 

update, the webserver and "VSClip" files. These files are not copied during the 

installation. Select what you want to download and click on download 

 

C.1.1 WEBSERVER INSTALLATION 

Download the 'WebServer.zip' archive and unzip the files. Move the 3 files inside the 

main folder of VolleyStudio. Now it will be possible to activate the webserver from 

VolleyStudio scout mode (see 6.12) 

 

 PERSONAL DATA 

From this section, you can change the password of the private area. Enter the old 

password and create a new one following the rules indicated. To finish, press the 

confirmation button . 

 

 TEAM 
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C.3.1 ADD NEW USER 

In this section, all users entered are shown on the right. To insert a new user, press 

the 'New User' button on the top bar. A panel will open where you can enter your 

surname, name and email address. The credentials to register by 'VolleystudioPlayer' 

App will be sent to the address entered. To confirm press the button . 

 

C.3.2 EDIT USER 

 

To access a user, click on the desired icon in the list on the left. A panel will open 

where you can edit the data. You can set the type of user using the "Type" drop-

down, select whether the user is 'Present' or not and whether to send the 

notifications generated by VolleyStudio. It is also possible to choose whether the 

user can view the daily schedule on the VolleystudioPlayer app and if this can be 

changed through the app itself. To send the login credentials to the user on the 

registered email address, press . To associate a photo, select a file and drag it 

onto the 'Upload Image' area. 

A maximum of two devices are allowed per user. If there is a need to reset the 

device or reinstall the application, press the button . After that, you can register 

new devices but the old installations will no longer be usable. 

In order to permanently delete the user and remove any type of access, press the 

button . 

To confirm the changes made, press the confirm button . 
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C.3.3 STATISTICS 

The statistics uploaded to the cloud with Volleystudio (see 7.4.1.1.6) can then be 

viewed in the statistics section. After selecting an athlete, press the "Statistics" 

button in the top bar. 

 

The graphs show the positivity and efficiency values of Serve, Reception, Attack, 

First Ball Side Out, Transition attack and Block. Under each chart, there is a bar with 

a double cursor, changing the position of the cursors changes the value by which the 

areas behind the chart are colored red, yellow and green. Once you have made the 

desired changes you need to save them using the save button  that appears above 

the spider chart. The spider chart compares the fundamental values of the selected 

athlete (blue area) with those set by using the cursors (yellow area and red area). 

 

Note:  The values set by the sliders also determine the coloring of the 

charts in the "Personal target" section of the VolleystudioPlayer app 

(see D.6) 
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 SCHEDULE 

From the "Team" page, you can access the team schedule page, which can then be 

viewed on the VolleystudioPlayer app 

 

 

C.4.1 SEASON 

You can divide the entire season into periods, which will be represented by the gold 

colored background. To set the periods press "Season" in the upper bar. 

 

You can set the start date from which the data will be displayed, and you can enter 

the periods that make up the season. To add a new period, enter the name, the 

start date, the end date and press the add button . Once the desired periods have 

been entered, press the confirmation button . 
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C.4.2 EDIT SCHEDULE 

To add or edit events press the "Edit" button. 

 

Events can be entered from the panel that appears on the left. From the drop-down 

menu at the top, choose the type of event to be entered and any notes, the date 

and time of the start and end of the event. The "To be Notified" selector specifies 

whether the event should be included in the VolleystudioPlayer agenda. Once you 

have finished filling out the event, press the confirm button . Once all the events 

of the day have been entered, save the events in the database . To edit an event 

already entered, select it in the calendar with the mouse, edit the desired 

parameters in the edit panel, press confirm and save. 

 

C.4.3 DELETE EVENT 

In order to delete an inserted event, select it in the calendar and press the delete 

button ; then press the save button. 
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C.4.4 COPY – PASTE EVENTS 

To simplify the entry of events, it is possible to copy the events of an already 

entered day. Select the day to copy and press the copy button . Then go to the 

day where you want to paste the events and press the paste button . The calendar 

will be populated with the copied events, then press save. 

 

C.4.5 UPLOAD SCHEDULE 

Once you have finished making changes and entries, press the upload button  to 

share the agenda with VolleystudioPlayer users. The agenda will be uploaded to the 

cloud and notifications will be sent to users' devices.  
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D. VOLLEYSTUDIOPLAYER 

To obtain the App open the store from their mobile device. Search for 

"VolleystudioPlayer" and install the App. 

After the install on the device, it is necessary to register the device in the 

VolleyStudio cloud in order to receive video montages, the push notifications and 

the schedule of the team. 

Proceed as follows: 

 

Press the settings button at the bottom left. 

 

 

 

Activate the registration button. 
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Now put the tick to consent to the processing of personal data, enter the username 

and password that was provided in the invitation email and press the registration 

button. 
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After pressing the button, wait a few seconds and a confirmation message will 

arrive. If the message text is "Registered". Everything went well 

 

 DOWNLOAD VIDEO MONTAGE 

There are 2 ways to download a video to your device based on the type of 

connection used. 

 

D.1.1 DOWNLOAD FROM LOCAL WIFI 

You can download a video without using the cloud if the mobile device and the 

computer where VolleyStudio is running are connected to the same local Wi-Fi 

network. Activate the video server on VolleyStudio (see 3.2.2.1). When the devices 

are connected to the local network, press the button . After a few moments, the 

list of available videos will open. 

Select the video you want and press 'Download' . If everything went well, the 

symbol ✅ appear or ❌ will appear if there were problems during the download. 
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D.1.2 VIDEO FROM CLOUD 

After receiving the cloud video availability notification, press the video search 

button . After a few moments, the list of available videos will open. 

Select the video you want and press 'Download' . If everything went well, the 

symbol ✅ appear or ❌ will appear if there were problems during the download. 

 

D.1.3 GROUP’S TAG 

In the “Group's tag” text box, you can enter the name of one of the possible 

notification groups of VolleyStudio. The allowed groups are: 'Setters', 'Receivers', 

'MiddleBlockers', 'Hitters'. By indicating one of these groups, the search for the 

montages will be carried out both based on your name and the group to which you 

belong. 

 

 VIDEO ARCHIVE MANAGE 

Press the button “Video Library”  will open the list of videos on the device. 

 

Select the video you want to watch and press , if you want to delete the files that 

are no longer of interest press  then select the videos you want to delete and 

press . 
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 VISUALIZATION TOOLS 

The user can handle the montage visualization. It is possible move the video forward 

or backward, fast or frame by frame, and it is possible to mark the interesting 

actions.  

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

Commands: 

 Play/Pause Tab over the bar where point and details are showed. 

FF / Rew Swipe up or down over the bar (a) while the film is playing 

FF / Rew (photogram)   Swipe up or down over the bar (a) while the film is 

paused 

Action Forward / Back   Swipe right or left over the bar where point and details 

are showed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back to main 

window 

Open the settings 

Open the filters panel 

Show the actions 

table 

a 
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 ACTIONS TABLE 

When the actions table is showing it will appear in the right side of the screen. 

        

 

The table indicates you the actions that comprise the montage and you can select 

the one you want to see, by tapping over the desidered row. 

  

D.4.1 MARK AN ACTION 

At the moment of the montage creation by VolleyStudio, if an action is marked 

different from 0, the action row will be yellow. You can mark and un-mark the 

actions by double tap over the left bar (a). 

 

D.4.2 CHOOSING THE DATAILS TO SHOW 

By open the parameters panel and select ‘Actions Table’ will appear all the details 

that the table can show about each action. Select the desired details and close the 

panel. The table will be automatically updated.  

 

 

 

 

 

a 
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 FILTERING ACTIONS 

If the montage has many actions, it could be necessary to filter them in order to see 

only the action most important for your analyses. Open the filter panel.  

                     

 

 

By selecting the filters, you can refine your search. After each selection the counter 

of the actions number (N ACT) will be automatically update. If you want reset the 

filters press the button , in order to see the selected actions press the button  

and if you want come back to the video without any filters press . 

In order to switch the filters from attacks to services swipe on the bar (a). 

a 
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In the bottom bar, you can see the description of the selected filters. 
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 PERSONAL TARGETS 

When the match statistics are loaded from Volleystudio, they can be viewed by 

pressing the "Personal targets" button  from the main page. 

   

(last match visualization)   (last ten matches visualization) 

The graphs of the last game entered are displayed referring to the skills of Hitting, 

Reception, Attack, First attack to change the ball, Counterattack, Block. The values 

are entered via Volleystudio from the table of the competitions entered (see 

7.4.1.1.6). The colors of the various areas that indicate whether the value achieved 

is good or not good can be set in the "Team" section of the private area of the 

website (see C.3.3). By pressing the "History" button you can go to the display of the 

same values but referring to the last 10 matches, to go back to the previous display 

press "Last". By using the "Races" or "Training" buttons you can choose for which 

types of surveys to display the values. By pressing the "Team" button at the top 

above the graphs, a drop-down window will appear from which it is possible to 

select a single athlete and then view only the data concerning him. 
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Note: The users type "Staff" can view the team values and each individual athlete 

in the group, while the "Athlete" users can only view the team data and 

those of himself 

 

 SCHEDULE 

When events are entered from the agenda in the private area of the site (see C.4), 

they are displayed on the main page. 

 

 

You can see the events of the selected day, to change the day you can slide your 

finger on the agenda area to the right for the previous day, to the left for the next 

one. To select a specific day, touch the date at the top left and select the desired 

date. When the timetable is colored orange it means that this event has undergone a 

change from the previous version of the schedule. 

To update the events, scroll down with your finger in the agenda area. 

When the details symbol appears on the right side of the event, you can tap the 

event with your finger and see other associated data. For the races, another menu 

will appear from which it is possible to download the match report. 
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In order to download the match report it is necessary that the race data have been 

associated with the event on the agenda (see 7.4.1.1.5 and C.4). 
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11 WARRANTY 

For the license validity period and starting from the purchase date, the software will 

perform in substantial accordance with the manual and the other written material 

accompanying the product. 

Emmeax does not guarantee for any materials lost, destruction or damage by any 

cause or improper use. In no event Emmeax will be responsible for any direct, 

indirect or consequential damages arising from the use of the software products. 


